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CHAPrER I 
THE PROBLEM 
I!tro4ution 
Teaching children to read ia the moat iaportant 
aiasle reaponaibilit~ ot the aohoola because all 
further education 4epeD4a •pon it, and a nation of 
illiterates oan neither sovern1itselt nor maintain itaelt aa a civilised aooiet~. 
With suoh a reapoaaibilit~ the teacher of reading 
auat ask' herself, •Wbat ia readiag?•. Thia ia a queation 
tbat _, aeea supertluoua, 7et oooaa1onall7 it needs to be 
re-exaaiaed b7 teacher• aa4 other• intereated in reading 
prosraaa to deteraine the nature of readiDS. .A.ooordiq 
to Artle7a 
•• the fundamental beliefs on which a read1ns prosr-
reata abape teaobiq uthoda ill ever7 detail. The7 
detera1ae priorities in content, ggide the kinds of 
praotioe or drill situations aet up tor lndepeDdeat 
work, 2and intluenoe the t7P8• ot testa and reports 
used. . 
Artle7, in detillins read.iq, preaenta t1ve propo-
aitiona or seaeral1sat1oaa about the act ot readins. These 
tlve propositions help to ol&r1f7 dea1rable soala tor a 
1Paul Woodr1Dg, ncan JoblmJ' Bead?," SaturdaJ 
Review, XLV, Part I ( Jaauar~ 20, 1962 ) , p. 39. · 
. 
2A.. Sterl Artle~. !ft is BeadiM?, A Report of a 
""eoh .ade at aa BcluoatioD& CODterenoe • Cbioaso, Deoe41ber, 
19~. Published as a Benioe. to Malniatratora in Elemeatar~ 
Soboola (Cbioasoa Soott, Pore...a &Dd co., 1965), p. ). 
1 
readiq progr-. The7 also iDtluence decisions about kinds 
ot aaterials aD4 procedures needed to achieve these goals. 
Tbe tive proposition• presented b7 Artle7 ooaoernins 
the rea4iq aot area ( 1) Bea4iq is the aot ot reoon-
atruotiq troa the printed paie the writer•• i4eaa, feelings, 
moods, and aensor;r impressions. (2) How one reads is con-
ditioned bJ' the pvposea tor wbloh one reads. ()) critical 
readins is an essential dtaenaion ot the readias process. 
(4) IAUDina to read 1a a developaental prooeas in whioh 
one leve~ ot aaater7 leads to the aext. (5) The end and 
purpose ot reading is the peraoD&l developaent ot the · 
reader.' 
considering the tact tbat readins is not just 
knoldq words, the hoae and t-ilJ' also have an iaportant 
role in toateriaa rea41na in the t~l7 oirole. ThroUSb 
t-il7 interests, iaproveaenta result which tend. to 
·intluenoe reading developaent and personal growth in 
chilclren.4 
The public expects ita schools to make the teaching 
ot readins one of ita central ob3eotivea. The extent to 
which schools have suooeede4 in achieving thla objective, 
was reported b7 Gra7 traa a oaretul aD&lJ'Sia ot the readlns 
abilitJ' ot toda71 s adults. & reports tbat a 
3~., PP• )-8. 
. 
4BoD&l'o W •. OVerstreet, •The Bole ot the Hoae," 
Developaent Ill 8llCl Tbrouh Read*, Sixtieth Yearbook ot 
the litlii'i&i soolet7 torthe st ot Education, Part I, (Chioaaoa URiveralt7 ot Cbioaso Preas, 1961), pp. 77-91. 
2 
••• somewhat leas tbaa half or our adult population 
atill·read below the ainth-grade leYel. at this 
· nuaber, approxiaatelJ a third are functionallJ 
illiterate, that ia uaable to read at the titth-grade 
leyel • .5 
The teacher•• role in deYeloping future readers 
cannot be underestimated. It 'ia the challenp of the 
teacher to present reading situations and materials to 
pupils which will intereat and aotivate them to be the 
citizens ot the future readJ to face and understand the 
problema in a rapidlJ changing world, to participate in-
tellisen~l7 in the duties of citizenship, and to lead rich, 
well-rounded peraoD&l livea. 
Statement of the Problea and Ita Significance 
The purpose of this studJ waa to eYaluate the 
reading prograaa in the aeleoted eleaentarJ achoola in 
•ortb and South Dakota. Conaidere4 nre three laportant 
factors of a reading prograaa the organizational plan, 
the .. teriala, and the preparation ot teachers. 
The specific objectiYe ot this atudJ waa to answer 
the following questions about reading program~; (1) Wbat 
is the teacher background in preparation tor the teaching 
of reading? (2) What ia the tJPe of reading program in the 
aohool? ()) What is the orsanizational plan within each 
Svilli&lll s. Gra7, •How Well Do Adlll.ta Read?," 
441llt Readiy, FittJ-fifth Yearbook of the Bational 
soolet7 tor the StudJ ot Education, Part II (Chicago: 
UD1yerait7 ot Chicago Preaa, 1956), pp. 51-52. 
classroom? (4) What is the time allotment tor the teaching 
ot readiD&? (5) What materials are being used tor reading 
instruction? (6) What is the greatest need ot teachers in 
teaohiD& reading? (7) What tne or in-serYioe aid is pro-
vided tor teachers? (8) Wbat are the attitudes ot the 
teachers in regard to the teaching ot reading? 
Scope ot the StUdl 
This stUdy included 10 principals and 67 teachers, 
both la7.anc! religious, in the 10 selected elementar7 
sohoola in North and South Dakota. The 10 eleaentar7 
schools included in this stud7 are all statted b7 the 
Sisters ot St. Benedict, Mother ot God Prior7, Pierre, 
South Dakota. ~be eleaentar7 aohools were selected in 
order to evaluate the reading programs which are in an 
initial stage and an evaluation was considered valuable. 
Limitations ot the Stu4J 
The surve7 was limited b7 the 8B&ll number or 
schools which were included in this atud7. T~ question-
naire technique was used in obtaining the needed iDtor-
aation. Responses trow. the queatioDD&ires considered as 
taot m&7 be a limitiq tactor. 
It i·s known troa research that readia.g prograas in 
the sohool contribute in torailsg Talues, ideals, and the 
philoeopiQ' ot lite ot children. conaideriq the 1aportance 
of readiq prosraas, thie at\147 wae conducted to e'f'&l.uate 
tbe prosr.aa• ia eeleoted eleaentar7 aohool• ia Borth and 
Sollth Dakota. The e'f'&l.uatlon wa• based 011 the iaportant 
taotor• ot the readiDS prosraa• wh1ob included the orsan-
1sat1oDal. plan, the .. teriala u•ed, and. the attitude• ot 
teaober• toward readins instruction. 
s 
----. 
.. . 
c.-_:.:,:--, 
CRAnER II 
BBVIEW OP BELATED LITIBATUBE 
Ecl•oatlonal· avveJ• ha'Ye ahon the progress ln 
aohool bears a direct relat1onah1p to the ohild'a abilitJ 
to read.1 Literature on teaohing reading oonalata pri-
:marilJ ot atudie a examining pupll aohleTeaent. The wrl ter 
reTlewecl literature related direotlJ to research whloh 
/ 
would be Taluable as a baaia tor eTaluatlq readiq prosr-•. 
. ' 
Mproaohea in :aeacliy Instruction 
Pupils in aohoola tod&J are belng tau&bt to read bJ 
various methods ot inatruotion. The basal reader approach, 
the individualized approach, the liDgUiatlo approaoh, &D4 
the use ot oembined approaohea 1n reading instruction are 
aoae ot the methods which have aoolalmed the interest ot 
those obarged with the reapona1b111tJ ot_ readlns 1natruot1on. 
WbateTer ·approach 1a eaploJed. 1n instruction pid&Doe ia 
essential in order to provide tor the ind1v1dual reacllng 
needs ot the pupils. 
· Meeting individual dltterenoea, aooorcliDS to Gall8, 2 
ia a teaching problem present 1n everJ grade traa kin4er• 
1Juat1a A. Driscoll, •B.eadlq, a Ulllver•l Tool tor 
Le&rlllq, • Cathollo Sohool JourDal., LXIV (Ootober, 1964), 
P• 29. 
-
2 
.... GaDa. c-oa 8!••e in Teaoh1y Mtcli", -( Ill41aaapol1aa The Bobba-lerriii ~-PilD7, Ino. • 1r) , p. 109. 
6 
aarten tbrough college. Powell, oonaidering our cbaDsiDS 
tiaea, indicatea that reacliq inatruotion, becauae or ita 
prlaao7 to academic aaeoeaa &ad its reoent spotlight or 
attention, race• the cballence or t~ow. ManJ variation• 
or &D7 particular approach or method used in teaching 
reading are possible. It ia extreaelr rare tor a npuren 
method to be continued in •peration in a clasaroom. tor &1'17 
period ot time.) 
Basal Reader .--The tera · "ball&l reading program" is 
aeaningt,ul to nearlr all eleaentarr achool teachers. Ac-
cording to Spache the baaal reading aeries " ••• undoubtedly 
toras the core or the Aaerioan reading prograaa.n4 This 
kind or program reaturea a aeries ot basic readers, the 
sequential development or Skill• and vooabular7, and the 
organization or reading groups that use several levels or 
material in each classrooa. It is generall7 characterized 
b71 
1. Materials consisting ot short stories in 
antholou-tJPe books. The boolta are designed as appro-
priate tor a particular grade level. 
2. Classroom organization consisting or several 
abilit7 groups which are aet b7 the teacher on a rotation 
basia. 
lwilliaa R. Powll, "Changing Tiaes in Rea4ing. 
IJlatruotioa," Bd.uoation, LXXXVI (April, 1966) p. 4.51. 
,.George D. Spaolle, B.!M1PI 1n the Eleaeatarr 
§ohool, (Bostona Allp alld Baoon, Ino.a 1964) p. :SS. 
7 
). Each textbook selection is developed with the 
group in sequential order following the steps ot the di-
rected reading activitJ.S 
The baaal readers bave been oritized tor a failure 
in providiq adequate toUDdatioa tor the reading taaka ot 
the content fields. Spaohe ia ot the opinion that this 
critioi .. is baaed upon the taot thata 
Trail11ns in the reading ot nob .. teriala aa mapa, 
charta, diagrams, aJlC1 ari thaetlo problema ia laokiq 
in moat basal aerie a. L1 brar7 skills - the proper 
use ot reference materials, enoJolopediaa, almaD&ca 
&D4 the tilte • are barcll7 touohed upon. SUch 
orp!l.iz1ng skills as awnarisiq, notetalt1ng, and 
outl1n1ns are taught at se siaple a level tbat the7 
tall to function in the pupil'• post-eleaentar7 
school lite. The whole art of atu~ng textbooks ot 
various tJPes ~d ltinda w1 th their var7ins deii&Dds 
tor different rates of readiDS &Dd degrees and tJPes 
ot comprehension 1s alaoat igaored. Siailar11J, 
beoauae of the laok of traiDing in aaaplea ot aoieaee, 
aooial aoienoes, D&tural b1stor7, and mathematical 
materials the pupil is not helped to differentiate 
the ltinda of th1nk1DS de~ed., the var7ing purpoaea 
inherent in theae material•, and to JUlte the constant 
readjustments needed.b · 
The training needed b7 atudenta tor future academic 
success ln. the content fields 1a or aajor iaportance to 
teachers. 
According to Talbert and. Merritt, an estimated 
99 per cent of elementar7 teachers make some use or basal 
reading programs. Negative observations noted in view of 
Sx.rra1ne E.R~ Bam.l.lat' "'AD !lrNati'gaticm ot 
~t'1e~~al Rttaclt:- ~~-· ·Of CooperatDag Teacher·s in 
Seleotect· Grades ot' the' tto\Jlfteitr! state College; O&mpUa SChools 
~u Pe~l.ani~~ (un~t~d ~toral Diasertation, The 
Penns7l~ia State UniveraitJ, 1965). 
6 .. 
Spache, .22.•..!.!1• • P• 77. 
8 
this situation were that: (1) The programs too strietl7 
limit the readina done b7 students, (2) The7 fail to 
atiaulate real learnina because reading materials are not 
self-selected, and ()) The7 are paced by the progress of 
average and/or slow readera.7 
!ndividualized.--lndi•idualized reading is concerned 
not OnlJ with the child's reading achievement but • ••• also 
in hia interest in reading, his attitude toward reading, and 
his personal self-esteem and satisfaction in being able to 
read ... ~ 
The motivating principles of individualized reading 
are summarized in the words: self-seeking, self-selection, 
and self-pacing. Children are encouraged to select reading 
.. terials which will aatisfJ their interests, purposes, and 
progress in reading at hia own rate.9 
At the Northwestern State College'• Elementar7 
School in Louisiana extensive experi11entation •s done with 
an individualized reading program. SUmmariziDS the project, 
Fowler stated that the pr.ogru initiated was one of reading 
and sharing m&nJ books of different interests and of diff-
· ~rothJ G. Talbert and c. B. Merritt, "The Relative 
Effectiveness of Two Approaches to the Teachiq of Rea4il'l8 in 
Grade V," The Readina Teacher, XIX (December, 1965), p. 18)-
186. . ' 
8Bila B. S.ith, Readin« Instruction for Todaf's CJ1~e~ (Bnslewood Clifta, lew Jer&eJ: Prentlce-Bii , Inc., 
1 6 • p• 134· 
9aar.illa, 22• ~·· PP• 8-12. 
9 
erent reading levels. Atter sharing what had been read, the 
pupil• interests becaae greater and therefore more reading 
was moti"Y&ted. A8 the pupil• abared in a varietr of W.7s, 
their weaknesses in skills of reading became evident. This 
called for further help and instruction from the teacher. 
With this guidance the pupils selected books of their own 
interests and at their reading levels. 
Powler referred to the program as RISI - Reading, 
Interest, Sharing and Instruction. The prograa was flexible 
to permit all t7Pes of experiences in reading, writing, 
speaking, listening, and allow plent7 of time for the teacher 
to give instruction to small groups and individual pupils. 
After three 7ears, achievement tests and teacher 
observation have shown tbat a aajorit7 of the pupils pro-
gress more than 1.5 grade levels in reading each 7ear. The 
poor readers seemed to have made the greatest progress in 
reading skills, as well as showing improvement in person-
alitr. Progress was determined from results obtained on 
achievement tests and from teacher judgment. No specific 
peraonalit7 teat was administered. Fowler, CO;mmenting on 
the prograa, stated the method is not a cure-all, but the 
pupils have made more progress in the RISI program than in 
the basal program of former rears. 10 
The claimed ~dvantages for individualized reading 
as reported b7 Talbert and Merritt are thata 
10L. F. Fowler, "The RISI Individualized Reading 
Prosr-, • The Readig Teacher, XIV ( Ncwember, 1960) , 
pp. 101-102. 
10 
••• learning and increased interest are promoted 
since each student selects his own reading material; 
each individual establishes his own rate of progress, 
and less restriction1is placed on the content ot 
material to be read. 
11 
Some practices which could profitably be incorporated 
into a total reading program could include individual con-
ferences tor the purpose ot fostering teacher - pupil relation-
ships as an aid in spotting pupil difficulties in reading 
instruction. Including a variet7 ot materials at different 
levels would be beneficial in meeting individual G1tterences 
aa well aa tor fostering greater interest in reading. 
Better trained teachers are needed in all classes 
ot reading instruction. Individual instruction, bo .. ver, 
demands that teachers be aore qualified in diagnosing pupil 
needs, in preparing and evaluating a great variet7 ot 
materials, and in organizing required in record-keeping and 
detailed planning. Teachers auat know the reading skills 
and how to teach thea as there is no guide book tor an 
individualized program.12 
L1nsuist1o.--The ~inguiatic approach to reading 
instruction ia an approach currentl7 proposed b7 a group 
ot language scientists known popu,larl7 as linguists. The 
science ot linguistics has been developing rapidl7 in 
recent 7ears. Linguistics is a complex science that has to 
4o with the or1s1n, nature, •od1t1cation, and structure of 
11Talbert and Merritt, !.!!!.· ill.•, pp. 18). 
12apacbe, 21• 211•• pp. 92-111. 
languap. It is eapeciallJ conoerned with patterns ot 
speech, vocal _habits &lld. SJ&teas and sound spbols.13 
The line;uiatic appro&ch to readins as ottered b7 
BloOIItield and Barnhart, advocates or the met-hod, concen-
trates upon eatabliahiq patterns ot letters and sounds 
regardless ot meaning. Their opinion is that atter the 
letter patterns are aastered the7 are converted into sounds 
aD4 tram sounds meaningtul words will autamatioall7 evolve. 14 
Linguists have contributions tor the teachers ot 
readiftS and the language arts. Their anal7sia ot the basic 
sounds ot our language is certainl7 an aid in unlocking 
words tor the reader. Those couerned with the structure 
ot the language ma7 be able to show that readlDg materials 
eaphasising und~rstandiDg ot word order, word tunction, 
word sroups, and other structural elements are nperior tor 
teaobing reading. 15 atadiDS, however, ca1111ot be taUght with-
out the recogni tlon ot whole words in a sight vocabular7 or 
without the use ot letter aoUDds. These skills are necessar7 
ia readiq instr.uction. 16 •17 
13Hila B. Sllith, B.eadiy Instruction tor Todaz' s 
Children; p •. 89. 
14Lecmard Bloomfield and Clarence L. lu'D.hart, Let 1 a t•4a A ~stio A.p'roach (Detroit a V&J'118 State tJnlversit7 
ess, 1 1 • pp. 3-1 • 
15 Spaohe • a .. !.U.. • p. 128. 
16Jeanette Veatch, ••Llngulstio' Instruction in the 
T.eacblll£ ot · ReadiDf a n11 or care? , " Elementarz Epllisb, 
XXXIX (March, 1962), PP• 2)1•2),. 
12 
Combined.•-The reader will notice that this is not 
a new approach to reading instruction but an attempt to 
aaxiaize the strensths ot other methods and to avoid their 
weaknesses. In some literature it is reterred to as an 
eclectic approach. It utilizes both group and individual 
instruction and both common and diveraitied materials. Not 
on17 do authorities in the field of reading stress the need 
tor an eclectic approach to reading instruction, but research, 
as well, points to the same idea. 18 
A combined program approach would seem beneficial 
especiall7 in the intermediate and upper grades in which 
reading in the content tields demands a variet7 of reading 
skills. It can, however, also be profitabl7 used in the 
primar7 grades •. 
To provide a source ot guidelines tor schools and 
teachers wishing to use individualized reading as part of a 
cOilbined reading program, Blakel7 and Mclta7 began an inves-
tigation during the school 7ear of 1962-196). The inves-
tisation was carried out b7 means ot a questionnaire sent 
to tift7 elementar7 school s7stems in Iowa. ~tioipants 
were teachers of grades tour, five and/or six who were using 
individualized reading procedures along with a basal reader 
program. Responses ot 111 middle-grade teachers indicated 
11Bjora Karlsen, "Children's Reading and the 
Linguistic Structure ot Languages," The ReadiDI Teacher, 
XVIII (Deceaber, 1964), P• 18?. 
18
.&. Sterl A:rtle7, "An Eclectic Approach to Beading," 
Bleaentarr Eplllsh, XXXVIII (MaJ,. 1961), pp. 320-32?. 
that individualized reading procedures ma7 enrich and 
strengthen an_eclectic reading program. SUch procedures 
also complement the basal reader series. 19 
In a controlled stud7, Sartain compared individual 
and group procedures. Evaluations of progress of the groups 
were made b7 means of standardised tests, and appraisals of 
strengths and weaknesses of the individualized program 
were secured through teacher judgments. 
Sartain's findings indicated that the individualized 
method did not produce better reading gains than has the 
strong basal program. Further findings showed that capable 
students made appro.ximatel7 the same gains under both 
methods, and that one ot the strong features of the indivta-
ualli•d~. program was the individual conferences with the 
pupils. The conferences developed a atroDg personal 
relationship between the teacher and child. Sartain re•-
. ..,.ad.fd.".. the incorporation ot tb.la feature into the basal 
program.20 
In the San Diego area a research teaa investigated 
approaches to reading instruction. Three approaches were 
selected for detaile4 stud7; the basic reading approach, the 
1n41v1dualized approach, and the-language-experience approach •. 
l9w. Paul Blakel7 &D4.Beverl7 PicXa7, •Individualized 
Reading as Part of an Eclectic Reading Program,• Elementarz 
!iplsllah, XLIII (March, 19~6), pp. 214-219. 
20Barr7 Sartain, "The Roseville Experiment With 
Ind.1v1dual.1zed Reading, • The Reading Teacher, XIII (April, 
1960), pp. 277-281. . 
•. ;_·, 
-:·-
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The stUd7 was extended over a period ot three 7ears. 
The approaches were used as experiments in maD7 
classrooms. Prior to teaehiq, each teacher took part in a 
prosraa or in-service education in preparation tor the us~ ot 
a partio111ar approach in reading instruction. The basic read-
ing aDd iD41Tidualized approaches had been previoual7 used b7 
moat ot the teachers. However, the language-experience 
approach bad been used toraerl7 onl7 in supplementar7 
activities. 
Results or standardized reading testa indicated that 
children taught b7 the language-experience approach made as 
much progress in Skills as did those who bad received direct 
teaching ot.Skills. 
Results .were aDal.7zed and questions nre toraulated 
tor a further stucl7 or readiq instruction. Teachers beoue 
aware or the value in using the language-experience approach 
ln reacl1Jla 1na:bruction as weli as in suppleaeatar7 activities. 
Van Allen reported that observations aDd teat results 
coDt1raed. the h7,Potheaia that there are numerous ettectiTe 
wa7a ot teaching reading. 21 
The Tucson District Boho~ls carried out an experiaent 
in 18 classes ot titth grade children to determine whether a 
oaabiaation or self-selection with a basal reading program 
was more ettective than a basal reading prosram alone. 
was baaed upon the amount or reading done b7 pupils, the 
21a. Vall Allen, "JIIore \fa7s Than one," Childhood 
J4ucati~, XXXVIII (ROYeaber, 1961), PP• 108-111. 
oi· < .. 
This 
improvement ot pupil's attitudes toward reading, and in 
gains in performance. 
Gains in reading aohieveaent and attitude toward 
reading made b7 the two groups were not sign1t1cantl7 
different. No change in attitude was shown trom Septeaber 
to Ma7. Significant gains in reading achievement were 
reported tor both groups ot ch1ldren. 22 
orpn1zat1cmal . Plan 
Individual differences are considered when classes 
are divided tor reading instruction as well as tor other 
kinds ot instruction. Tinker considers that the principal 
ala in grouping tor reading instruction should be • •••• to 
produce a situation which facilitates the adjustment ot 
instruction to individual ditterences.n23 
A reading program viewing the variet7 or interests 
and abilities ot students must consider variet7 in grouping 
necesaar7 tor etteotive reading instruction. Barris 
believea'tbata 
it is reasonable to expect that no one wa7 ot organ-
izing the class will serve all these purposes equall7 
well. 'roda7 a nll ro1Ulcled reading program includes 
ditterent kinds or o4•• prpnization, each used tor 
which it is best suited.24 . 
22Talbert and. Merritt, 21!.• !!ll.•, P• 18). 
2'Milea A. Tlnker, feaolliq EluentarT ~adW (!few 
York a .AppletOD-Centur7=cr•t •. fie • , 1932 ) , p .1 • 
24Albert J. Barris, How to Increase BeadiD)S Abilit~ (4th ed. reY.I Hew York 1 Lonpans, Green and Coap&D7, 1956 , 
. p. 110 •. 
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Boaoseneous, Beteropneous and ID41Tidg11zed 
GroupiDS··-Th~ grouping patterns used 1n organiziag the 
17 
class 'or instruction were referred to b7 Rothrook as 
approaches to reading instruction. sa reported a controlled 
ezperiaent in wbioh a hoaopneous, a heterogeneous, and an 
iDdiTidualized approach to the teach1Dg oa readtns were 
coapared. The heterogeneous approach used was the tradi tioDal. 
method ot teaching a Y&ried group o~ children with the 
poss1bilit7 o~ using a.all intra-class groups. The haao-
geneous approach was the plan in which the children crossed 
sr&4e leTels and moved to the room that approxiaated their 
reading leTel. The iDdiTidualized approach tollowed as 
cloael7 as possible the interpretation ot tbis method as 
described in-current literature.25 
The tourth aDd t1tth grades ot tbe McPherson Public 
Schools, McPherson, Kallaaa were selected tor the experbawDtlt:;. 
A total ot 186 oases was caapared, with tour classes in each 
ot the three approaches used. The experimental period •• 
eight months. The taotora which were considered comparable 1n 
the experiaent were the aoo1o-eoonaaic backgro~ ot the pupils, 
the size ot the classes, the materials available, and the 
ezperience aDd training ot the teachers. The -Iowa EYerr-
P!pil Testa ot Baa1c Skills, teat A•ReadiDS Coapre~ena1on and 
teat B-Work-st!4J Slrilla, Poraa L &llC1 M, were used to aeaaure 
the reading achieTement ot the children When the results ot 
. 
2Sna,ton G.. Rotbrook, •Heterogeneous, Homogeneous, or 
lDd1Ti4ualized Approach to· S.a41Dg,n !leaentarJ Epaliah, 
XXXVIII (April, 1961), PP• 2,,.2,5, 
the testa had been aDal;yzed it was roun4 that the hoao-
geneoua approach resulted in a sain in reading aohie•ement 
aipiricant at the .01 level ot ocmtideDOe. It was reported. 
that it was obvious throughout the atud7 that whenever good 
teaohing was done with appropriate materials and children 
were stimulated, sreat imprOTement in reading achieveaent 
oould result under each ot the three approaches. SO.e oon-
clusiou reached b7 Bothrook wre that: ( 1 ) SChools or 
teachers within a school do not need to use the saae orpn-
izational pattern to achieve tood gains d1trlng a ;rear, 
(2) A wll-qualiried teacher II.&J still be b7 tar the moat 
important raotor in &117 grouping plan, (3) Gains li&Cle on 
teacher-made or standardized achievement testa are OnlJ one 
tao tor to be considered in· the orpnizatioDal pattern tor 
the teaching or reading and other aubjecta.26 
Kierstead, in reportiq a stud;r rrom laurens, Hew 
York, stated that it was to1U'1Cl that homogeneous srouping 
tor readiag instruction was almost an iaposaibilitJ, It •• 
deoided b7 admi~iatratora &Dd teachers ot this school to 
schedule readina classes at, the a&Dle time tbroqhout the 
school. Pupils or like reading abil1t;r were grouped tor 
reading instruction. Grade levels were not considered. 
Each pupil reported to the roaa in which his particular 
readiq level was being taqht. The basal readers nre to 
26Ibid. 
-
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••rn •• tounclatione tor eaoh SZ'OllP• The pupil• wre te•ted 
atter ou 7•a: but renlt• •r• 41Mppoil1tiq. Soae pup11• 
ba4 rear••••d to lower read~ le.-1•.21 
All experiae11tal •tud.7 •• pe~orae4 b7 seaaa 1n the 
parooh1al •ohools 111 the d1oo••• ot P1tt•barah to 4etera1ne 
19 
it there was aD7 •1gn1t1cant 4itterenoe il1 readins aob1eyeael1t 
ot oh114rel1 111 t1r•t grade i11 •ohool• eaplo71DS haaoseneou• 
sroupiq and. ot oh1ldrel1 1a •ohool• eaplo71DS heteropneou• 
group ins. Tbe experiae11tal sroup and. control group · eaoh 
oon•1•ted ot )8 pup118. The exper1aent extended ner a 
period ot ntne aonth• • Ill 1118t:ruot1oa• the aetho48 •••4 
•re tho•• propo•ed b7 the -11&1• wbloh aoo•paa1e4 the 
read.iq textbook•. a.- reperte4 that a 
Coa•ider1q the group a• a whole, the tir•t-sracte 
pupil• who ... re poo1ape4 h•opneou•l7 .acle sreater 
prosr••• 1n word lalowleqe, word 41eor1a1•tion, aa4 
readiq ooaprehen•1• tua 41d ppil• 11bo •re 
poouped heteropuou•l7 • . •• aea•ured 'b7 t!w 
l!tropolttap IE!"rr I lf•••rz· 
It -• oono1114e4 that h•oseneou• sroup1ns appeared to 
be aore t~Yorable to uzlaa propo••• in. rea41ns srowth. 2~ 
21 Bes1D&l4 ner•tead, "Hoaopneou• Groupins · 
Too B1si4, • puoatloa, LXXXVIII ('llaroh, 1966) , 
PP• ~21--2). . 
2811•t•r Marl' JUdith ~. v.s.c., •coa~t1Ye 
St1147 of tile Bthet1Yea••• ot Boaopneou aa4 S.M:ro-
seneou Grouplq oa PJ"osr••• in BH41q at Plr•t Grad.e 
Le.-1,• (apubl18he4 Ma•t•r'• the•1•, Tba C&rcllllal. 
strltob Collese, 1'65). 
Joplin Plan.--~The plan, ia eaaeaoe, ia tor ohildrea 
in an eleaent~7 aohool who are at the ... e lenl ill readiq 
to so to one teacher wbo·will teaoh allot thea at the 
appropriate leTe1.•2' Two atudtea, reported b7 CUallenber7, 
which involved grouped readiDS took place ia Joplia, 
Miaaour1 aad in a.aba, Bebraua. The Joplia plan involved 
the grouping ot fourth, fifth, and. atxth-srade ppila. 
The7 were grouped on the baala ot seneral readlns abilit7 
as cleterained b7 standardised teat• and. teaoher 3114pent. 
The three group• in the Joplin plan IIAJ11feated re&a.q 
aohieTe .. nt conatclerab17 aboYe aatioaal noraa aa4 in exoe•• 
of aental-ap expectano7. Teaobera interviewed b7 tbe 
principal• were in taTor ot tbe pl.aD, ainoe it D&ZTowecl the 
abilit7 range ·o~ the pupil• in their roaaa. 
Parent• belieTed that their children bad been prop-
"i'jY plaoed in the readiq claaaes. All but one of the 
4) t•aobers noted that tbe chief a4'9'&11tase ot the plan •• 
that the children were plaoed at the level where tbe7 
could 81100eed. 
Tbe Joplin pupil• were reported to bav~ done a 
oonaiderable -ount ot re&diq. A liai tat ion noted in tbe 
plan waa that the kiad of cliftereatiated inatruotian in 
the readiq cla•••• tell4ed to Tar7. A few teacher• a•••e4 
that their groupa were •hoaopneouan and that tvther 
diftereatiatien was not urgent. Teachers. in school a tbat 
· 
29satth, lleadig Inatruotioa tor Todaz' • Children, · 
p. 125. 
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bad. -11 enrollllenta coaplalned that the7 had to instruct 
two rea41q l•vels durlq a readlq period. lO 
CUahenber7 reported a prosraa or co-operative 
teaching ln reading aDd other .ab3ecta known as •cluater 
srouplas". 'rhla plan baa been can-led out b7 the Ull4enoo4 
Hilla Sohool ln Qaaha, .. braalra alllCe October, 1961. UAd.er 
thla plan as marq as ,50 children were placed 1ll a two-room. 
apace wl th a movable wall 111 the oeater or the area. Two 
teachers divided teachills aaa1saae11ta. ODe teacher baD41ed 
the group activities while the other teacher dealt wlth the 
. ' 
iDdlvldual aD4 the small-group aotlvltles or the total ·group. 
Dltterant tn»ea ot readlq -terials nre used. A 
continuous process ot evalutlon •• oarrled out. 
J.dvant-..s ot thla plan aussested b7 lta advocate• 
were that, (1) the atrensths ot various teachers nre 
eaplo7ed, (2) wbolesoae pupll•te~ber relatlonahlpa were 
developed, ( l ) the id.eaa ot UJ17 nre an aaaet 111 gulclance , 
(It) srouplq waa ver7 tlexl ble aDd vart-oua method a ot 
lutruotlon wre. used, AD4. (.5) parents favored lt because 
ot the auoeeaa experienced b7 their children. . 
so.. or the llllltatloaa ot the plan wre tbata 
( 1) the· plan worked be at when there was a low teacher-pupil 
ratio, &114 (2) there waa alwa7a a chance that pera~na11t7 
3°Dcma14 c. cuaunber7, •Two Jlethoda ot Greuplq 
For Bea4lng IllatruotlOil, • • D.eaentarz S.hool Jo'!IE!!1, 
LXVI (Pebruar7 • 1966), pp. 7-268. . 
21 
olaahea alaht deTelop ~tween two teaohera.31 
In t~ sonou. countJ' SChool• ln calltornla, corsOl'l 
aa4 Tbaapaan experlaente4 w1tb the Joplin plan durlns the 
196G-61 aohool 7ear, wltb puplla ln sradea tour, tl'Ye and 
slx. Grouplq was baaed 011 readlq aohleveaent ao tbat 
tor each ot the ti'Ye readlq sroups there •• approxblatelJ' 
a raap ot one 7ear. Al tbouah there •• sroupiq w1 thin 
the olaaarooa, it •• tlexible. Pupils aoved troa one 
rea4iDS olaaa to another, d.epell4i:ns on thelr aeeda and 
leYela. 
The readiq prosru in the control group •• the 
tradi ticmal basal t,-pe, all4 the pu.plla in each olaaarooa 
.. re dl'Ylded 1nto three readiBs ·sroupa. 
la e'Yal .. tias the prosraa• both the experimental 
and the oontrol sroupa showed aaina ot more than one 7ear 
in total reading, readiDS yooalnllarJ', aJld readiq ooapre-
hena1a. Ro alpitioant 4itterenoea were reported between 
the two sroupa in readlDS pins. 
The re~ta 4i4 not appear to support •;ither the 
Joplin or traditional plan in the aelt-containe4-olaaarooa. 
Bownr, CoraoJl and Thoapaon reported tbat aa 1aportant 
taotor to be considered was the poaiti'Ye attitude aani-
teated toward the Joplln plaa.'2 
31 ' Dli•, PP• 2 9-2'11· 
· ' 2Bo7 11. cora• u4 JIIU M. Thoapaoa, •The Joplin 
PlaJl _. 'lJta4l tioaal Bea4~ or•up• ,• f.e•eR"R l!ll!!l · J!V!!!l, · LXV (october, 19~), PP. 39-4~ . 
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Since basic te~boolts in reading are used in 
most schools, grouping children b7 reading levels is a 
senerall7 accepted praotioe. ·. Betts ears 'tbat sroupins, 
baaed on reading abilit7 to be ettective will eabrace 
several tmportant concepts; • ••• iadependent reading 
level, teaching, or instructional level, listeD1ns, or 
hearina comprehension level, interest level, and directed 
reading-stu47 activities.•'' 
Plezible Grouptps.--AltboUSh groupins brings 
greater hoaoseneitJ, in same respects, there still re .. 1ns 
a var1etr ot needs within groups and these must be 
adjusted. tnstruct1onal methods and materials to be pr~­
ltalal6c to th~ child must be flexible. 
As ohil~ren progress at varring rates in readiq 
protioienor, it 1s advisable to .. intain tencative group'ns 
wb1oh 1s tlexible.34 Groupins mar also be decided b7 
llkilla, interests, or social ileeds.),S,)6 
The n1Dlber ot groups orpnlsed in a olassrooa 
. '':maett A.. Betts, •Through Ettective Class 
OJt...S.sation,n Reacli:f tor BtteotiTe L1T1!a, ea. J • .Allen 
P1prel ( Internatio~~a iii41ns A.ssociatlon CODtere110e 
Prooeed.1qa,. Mew Yorks Sobolastio Mapsines, 1958) III, )1. 
,_.Tinker, D.• !.U·• p. 20). 
).SDoD&lcl D. Darrell, •Balancias the Bea4ins Prograa, • 
Rea41y ancl lllaU1rz, ed. ;r. Allen Plprel (IaternatioD&l 
Beadiq .Aasoo1atlon Colltereaoe Proceedings, Jew York a 
Soholaatlo Magazines, 1965), X, 134. 
- ' '- L. Bond aDd. Klles .A. Tinker, Readlu 
tloultless heir D1 osis correction (hwYorka 
J.pp • 011- en urr- o ts, • 
2) 
depends upon the needs .or the pupils. At levels be70Dd 
the tirst grade. it is adviaable to begin the 7ear with 
three groups and others are added as the teacher becomes 
aore actuaiated with the pupils and their needs. It ia 
usuall7 the primar7 grades that are divided into three 
groups tor reading instruction, and the intermediate and 
upper srades that are divided into two groups. Erlttre 
class participation in a reading aotivit7 with the teacher 
has etteotive results. such total-group situations develop 
social relations besides motivating reading.'? 
Materials 
EYen though children are closel7 grouped on the 
basis ot reading achieveaent, Darrell ia ot the opiniOD 
that ditterent instructional emphases must be provided tor 
individuals. He considers tbat children who 111&7 be nalt 
in word anal7a1s, poor in phrase reading, or those who 
have dittioult7 in stud7 skills, do not need a balanced 
programa but the7 need intensive specialized instruction 
to overcome their weaknesses. Educators in the tield are 
in agreement with Durrell regarding the basal reader as a 
tool to~ unitorm instruction which requires 111&117 aorta ot 
supplementar7 -terials to provide tor individual 
dittereuea. 
Darrell turther stated that an etticient skills 
'1 Smith, B!&diy Instruction tor Todaz' a Children , 
p. 114. 
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prosram caunot be proTided until selt-directing and selt-
co:rrectiq aateriala, which prOTide -hishlJ aotiTated 
instruction in apecitic aubatilla a43uate4 to ditterent 
leTels and learnins rate, are aTailable tor use in readiq 
inatruotion.38 
B!aal B!adera.--Baaal Baadera or a basic aeries 
in read.tns prOTide& tour aalD principles which are related 
to child srowth and deTelopment. Russell a&Jsz 
A basic aeries provides ::ltinuitl 2[ f.trwth in 
rea4iq habits, Skills, · attitudes oiih a 
oaretull7 s;raded aeries ot reading materials. It 
prOTide& a wide wariet7 !( readifg aotiTitiea 
whioh are tiiiidillentai 'liajes tor t • 11&D7 re&41q · 
ai tuatlona in the ao4ern school program. A baalo 
aeries provides a ooaplete orsanization ot readiDS 
experiences. A b&alo aeries prov14ea a content !t 
talortant idJ!• essential to school an4 other 
ae !Titles.) 
Baaal readers do not enl7 prOTide a set ot books 
but rather an orsantze4 aethod ot teaching readins, pre-
planned down to tlDJ details, ill which the materials baTe 
been wrl tten to oontona w1 th the method and. the details ot 
method ar.e plauned tor use with these speoitio aateriala. 
Baaal-reading aeries are perhaps the beat source ot oare-
tullJ graded aateriala.40 •41 
'
8narrell, 22• 211·· PP• 131-13:3. 
39DaTid B. :auaaell, •The Baaio Reading P.rosru in 
2.S 
the Modern School!" Bgllltin ot Gian and CGap!pl camtributlona 
in B!f41ps, I (1902), P• • 
40Albert J. Barris, EtteotiTe ~achly ot l!adiy (Be• Yorlr: z . DaTid MoKa7 C•puJ, fiC • , 19&2 ) , p. IJ9. 
"'1Marsaret G. Mona, aB4 Jlalen C&ske7, Guidiy Growth 
1p Bead.ly :(Hew York a Maoaillan co., 196)), P• 156. 
·.·· ... ::·-
Authoritiea~2 •4'•44 •~S.46 •4? ia the tield ot 
readiDS consider the basic reader atill one ot the most 
deairable ot re&di:na aateriala 111 Aaerioan schools. It 
ia desirable because ot the·taot that it provides the 
teacher with a sequential orsanization, a gradual intro-
duction, aD4 a oaret111 repetition ot words and beoa••• 1t 
both ain1aizea the possib111t7 ot inatruot1oD&l saps or 
over-eapbases and reoopizea children• a maturi:na readiq 
proticienciea. 
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C&rrillo stated tbat basal readers are probabl7 the 
beat aeana uaed in inatructins both the pupils aDd the.teaoher 
1n readins. Be added that no a1ngle tne ot .. ter1al or 
particular method has the complete answer to the teaohiDS ot 
read1q. He t~ther stated tbat the beat prosrua are 
42ncmald D. Darrell, II'Droviy Bea.d.1y IDst£uot1on 
(Hew . York 1 World Book C•p&l17, i956), p. 22. 
'+3Spache, !22• !.11•, PP• S8, 87 • 
'!'4wtlli- s. Grq, "The Bole ot Group ant Ill4i 'Yid-
ualized Teach1q ill a Sound Bead1q Program," The Beaclly 
;,aoher, XI, (December, 19S?), PP• 99-104. 
4SN1la B. Slllith, . "All Evaluation ot Readiq in 
Allerican Sohools," ~l•nae and· ftJ!ir1aent ill Readift, 
ed. J. Allen P1gureliternatlona~e&alns:Aaaooia£a 
Collter••e Proceediqa, Hew York a Scholastic Magazine a, 
1962), VII, PP• 179-190 • .. 
' 6GU7 L. Bond aad Eft· Bond W&per, Teaoh1jf the 
Chil4 to Read ( Bew York a The Jfaoaillan COilparq, 1 ~6 ) , 
p. 100. 
It-? Arthur w. :a.i~, ft1noiplea and. Praotioes ot 
Teaoh11lf$ Readig, (Ohio a Charas 1. Merrill Booia, IiO., 
i961), P• 100. . 
characterized b71 (1) a wealth ot varied materials, 
(2) combination methods, var7ing with pupil levels, needs, 
and problems, ()) experienced aDd. well-trained teachers, 
teaching skills as well as oontent, and (4) all school 
participation in the readiq program.48 
Barris reported a questionnaire study regarding 
essential materials used tor reading instruction that was 
carried out by Barton. He used a carefully selected sample 
ot several hundred elementary school teachers in represent•-
~1~•: school systems in the united states. Barton indicated 
that the majority ot the teachers considered the systematic 
use ot basal readers as essential. 
The basal readers were ranked as "absolutely 
essential" or "~ery important" by 95 per cent ot the 
primary grade teachers and by 88 per cent of the teachers 
in grades four to six. other materials, ranked in order 
ot importance, includeds The classroom library of varied 
books, high-interest material tor retarded readers, a 
second basic series, a sePtrate school library, graded 
workbooks, readers from other basic series, and reading 
machines • 49 
4SLaurence W. Carrillo, "Methods or Teaching 
Beading in tbe JUnior High Bohool, n C~le"e and 
ExSriaent 111 !;•dig, ed. J. Allen P'Sire (fiiternational 
Be ins .usooia ion Conference Proceedings, New York: 
Scholastic Magazines, 1962), VII, 47-49. 
49Albert J. Barris, •Progressive Education and 
Beading Instruction,• Tht R!adiy Teacher, XVIII (November, 
1964), PP• 128-1)8. 
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Teacher Manuals and Guides.-- Teachers• ~uals 
and guides are .. valuable aids in guiding teachers in the 
knowledge ot the skills to be taught together with the 
most effective techniques tor developing thea.5°.51 
This would especially inclUde useful suggestions tor 
instruction, offering a guide to interpretation, and pro-
viding suggestions tor supplementary activities related 
to the reading selections.52 
Teacher's guides may be misused in various ways. 
The failure to use the guide may add to time needed tor 
lesson preparation or the lesson may be taught without · 
preparation. Using the guide slavish17 does not allow 
tor the creativity of the teacher. Likewise, the dail7 
disregard of certain sections of the guide ma7 weaken 
skills or interesta.53 
Workbooks.--workbooks usuall7 acooapaft1 basic 
textbooks and are planned to develop specific skills and 
abilities form level to level in a sequential and system-
atic pattern of growth. Workbooks can be used as a 
diagnostic tool to determine which pupils will need 
·· 5°williaa K. Durr, "TJP88 of Activities in a Well 
Balanced Program," . f;adiy and Inqu1rJ, ed. J. Allen Figurel (International Read:ig Aasoolatlon Conference Proceedings, 
Hew Yorke Scholastic Mapz1nes·, 1965), X, 1:30-1)1. 
'
1Heilman, !.It• ill.·. p. 10). 
52M1ldred c. Letton, "IJl Grades Seven and Eight," 
M&terials Por Read1QS, ed. Belen M. Robinson (Proceedings 
ot the Annual CoDterenoe on Beading, Chicagoa Univers1t7 of 
Chicago Press, 1957), Bo. 86, 81-85. 
''n!!l· 
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turther help on speoitio &tills. The purpose tor the 
workbook should be that ot a learnins devioe.~.SS 
A aiauae ot workbooks accor41DS to Saith ia using 
••• workbooks indiaor1a1Datel7 w1 th all children a 
ta111q to check workbOok aot1v1t1esl tailiag to 
develop workboOk pages with children who are not 
able to work 1D4epen4eatll with ·thea without 
preoeeding explanationa.S 
Librarl M&ter1ala.--Tbe resources ot a school or a 
coaaunit7 librar7 belp oblldren became acquainted with a 
variet7 ot ~~ateriala and 8killa. Read1aa· habits aDd testa 
can be pided and developed as lloJCia and C&ake7 atateda 
Rotbias helps to develop readiDS tastes aore 
ettectivel7 tban the quallt7 ot the books avail-
able tor recreat1oDal readiq. L1br&r7 shelves 
ued to be stocked with care. This 1s ao eaa7 
taak when the great nuabeJ-a ot new aa4 old booka. 
publiabed tor children are conaidered. However• 
the problem ot what. to select 1a eased b7 the 
~ curreat p1dea to children 1 a book a. which 
are helptul to both teacher• and. parenta·.57 
Because ot the extensive aoope ot interest• and 
·ab111t1ea in a olaaarooa it is reocmmead.ed b7 Sill th tbat a 
••• the best assurance ot autur1ns reading interest• 
ia to .ake available to children a wide enoush 
variet7 ot readiq •terials ao that eaoh pupil 
oaa tiDd aoaething tbat will pique bia cvioa1tJ 
and challenge his interest, and that 1ft suitable 
tor hia level ot rea41as aoh1eveaent.5 
_,..Martha ·rnc,ap,aoJl, ot Workbooks &114. 
!eaohers• ~GU~i~d;jel;•~·~"1ni~~IG;;ifi;~;&;:~;e~d~·;8Belen x. aobiuOJJ. ( :s , Jfo. 86, 
Cbieaaoa UDiversit7 ot Ch1oaao Preas, ), pp. 71·?•. 
5.5 . 
Heilua, 21.• !.ll·' p. 102. 
S' Sill th, Readiy I!!trut1oa tor TodaJ' s 
P• 110. 
.5? MeXia and CUket, Jl.• !!1• , p. 20?. 
Qh114rea, 
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Jlhllt1aedla .--fte overhead projector, telev1•1on, 
videotape•, recorders, tape reoor41q•, and tach1ato-
•copea are aaoas new aed1a wh1oh are a~lable tor ola••-
rooa 1n•truot1on, wh1oh can help to bring var1et7 to the 
cla•••• ot read1q 1natruot1on. fteae new ae41a are be1ns 
uaed to aeet M117 deii&Dda wh1oh are be1q .. de upon the 
teacher• 1n toda7'• scbool•.S9 
Pr!parat1on ot Teacher• ot Bead1pa 
•Toda71 s child need• tbe·ao•t competent aDd 
v1•10D&r7 teach1ns pos•ible in order to beca.e the 
tunotional, critical reader that our world de.and• at .. ·· 
th1• t1ae 1n ita h1ator7.•60 The aeaniq that read1ns 
ha• to the teach.er will be pa•aed on to the child. 
Teachiq a hishl7 technical 81lbjeot auch as rea41ns ia 
not aoaeth1ns that co••• naturall7.61 
a.•earoh atu41e• and op1n1on• ot autbor1t1ea in 
the t1eld ot readiq, accord.ins to Zae•che, indicated 
that the teacher 1• the ao•t potent 1Dtluenoe 1n the 
auooe •• ot a na41q prosraa. A .particular set ot 
aaterial• doea not take the place ot a ooapetent teacher. 
S8s.ith, Readiy Inatn.ction tor TocJar• • Children, 
p. _1,. 
59H. M. Ha•oa, •M11lt1aed.1a in B.ea41BS ID.atruotion, • 
The ReadiDC Teacher, XVIII, (Ma7, 1965), pp. 654-659· 
60 . GaD•, !l• cit., p. 111. 
61 John P. Tranr•, •B.e&dins T~aoher• Are Jfad.e --
Bot Bora,• lducation, LXXXIII (Septeaber, 1962), PP• 15•19. 
·:. .' 
Zaesche supported the fact that the success or a 
school's reading program is dependent upon adequatel7 
trained teachers. Remedial reading cases can be reduced 
and more students brought up to their level or abilit7 if 
teachers are well trained in providing a reading program 
which is sequential and developmental in nature.62 
Pre-Service Preparation.--ane reason wh7 reading 
m&J be less well taught than it should be m&J be due to 
the fact that the preparation or many elementarJ teachers 
in reading has been deficient. 
Austin and her colleagues at Harvard University in 
1959-1960 conducted a surve7 of 530 institutions which 
prepared teachers or reading. The7 conducted persoD&l 
interviews with tacult7 members and administrative 
personnel of 74 colleges throughout the United States. 
QQestionnaires were sent to the 530 colleges. Responses to 
the questionnaires were returned from 371 of the colleges, 
or 70 per cent of the colleges engaged in teacher training. 
The Harvard-carnegie Reading stud7 had two aajor 
purposess to learn how the colleges and universities in 
the .United states are now preparing tommorrow•s teachers 
of reading and to suggest recommendations t.or improving 
that preparation. 
Findings froa the atud7 indicated that: 
1. Ninet7-seven per cent or the colleges in the 
stud7 required a separate or an integrated course in basic 
62Arnold Zaeache, "Teacher Education in Reading,• 
Educatioa, LXXVIII (Pe'br11&r7, 1958), pp • .360-)62. 
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reading instruction tor graduation. 
2. Beven states required a course in reading 
instruction to meet requirements tor certification. Four 
states required that one course in the teaching of language 
arts be acquired. 
J. The content or the majorit7 ot, college courses 
1n reading instruction is geared to the theor7 and practice 
ot the teaching of reading at the primary grade level. 
Three colleges offered separate courses in primary and 
intermediate grade reading; with the intermediate grade 
reading programs given onl7 minimal attention. 
4. The preparation of the student designed to 
effect the transfer or professional training to classroom 
activit7 vas seriously neglected in the programs; but 
be7ond the personal control ot the college instructor 
because or the critical need ot time tor the training. 
s. Issues considered relevant to the total pro-
cram tor training prospective elementary school teachers 
were; causes or readiag disability, college sponsored pro-
grams designed to upgrade instruction in the local schools, 
anticipated changes in reading instruction, and research 
in the·rield or reading. 
6. All the colleges in the survey required student 
teaching. A large majority or the colleges demanded an 
observation program. 
After SUIUil&rizing the findings of the Harvard-
carnegie Study, 22 recommendations were made which were 
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concerned with the content of basic reading courses, but 
which also included those areas of adllinistration and 
instruction which form as intearal part of the teacher 
preparator7 program.6) 
What ~~prise• an effective methods course in 
reading? Durkin pointed out that it is one from which 
instructors ln college should expect to produce "adequate" 
instruction, not "experts" out ot college students. She 
is also of the opinion that professional education begins 
with pre-service experience; this •ust be extended aDd 
deepened. Durkin provided suggestions to include in ~ 
effective methods course in which the experience is extended 
and deepened. 
She suggesteda (1) that the student tutor a child 
in reading (not one severel7 retarded) two or three hours 
a week, and present a written report which would include a 
S"-r7, aelf-critici• and propoais, (2) tl1at provision 
be made tor better films, i.e. illustrate handling one 
problem several WRJS, using different organizational 
patterns, ()) that the teaching experience of the instructor 
serve as an aid, ( 4) that there should be an improvement of 
textboOks tor pre-service courses, and (5) that a closer 
co-operation should exist between the college and elementar7 
achool.6-. 
63Mar7 c. Austln et. al., !he 'fol!oh Lichter a i 
T--.orrow• a Teachers of ReacliJ!I ( caa'bi'idp r &rvar4 
Ui1Yeralt7 Preas, 1961), pp. 1-121. 
What topics should be si~en prime importance in 
the pre-service education of the reading teacher? The 
histor7 ot the teaching of reading should not be the focal 
point ot interest, according to Aaron. Student teachers 
can discover the histor7 of reading in their 01m research 
stud7. The7 beed to be giYen practical aida which answer 
questions such as those propoaed b7 Aaron. ln essence tha7 
would be; How does the teacher use her time?, What 
materials are available?, How is the basal reader used?. 
Aaron provided 12 guidelines for those whose 
responaibilit7 it is to educate student teachers of reading. 
He adTooated that, (1) good teaching ot reading be pro~1ded 
1n the classroom where student teaching is done, (2) students 
ought to obaerve.more than one teacher, (3) in-service 
experience with cooperating teachers should be built, 
(4) student teachers need to get secure enough to de~iate 
troa tbe pattern of their critic teacher, (5) the student 
teacher should have a thorough course in reading before 
doins student teaching, (6) atud.ent teachers should haTe 
experience in de~elopaental reading before doing remedial 
work, (7) student teachers should ha~e experience under 
••pervisioa ot teachiq sood, •~•rase, and poor readers at 
one leYel, (8) student teachers should prepare thoroushlJ 
before teaohiDS a reading lesson, (9) student teachers 
64no1ores DUrkin, •What Ia an BttectiYe Methods 
Course in Beading?," ytataa in Readig, ed. J. Allea Pigurel (lnternational Reading ~aeoiatloa Conference Proceedings, 
Rew Yorka Scholastic Mas&slaea, 1966), XI, Partl, 291-293· 
.. :-;;;· 
should be encouraged to deviate troa ba•l reader • s 
guidebook when appropriate, ( 10) where 1:8•1 r•a4ers are 
used, student teachers should know that other aeries exist, 
(11) the reading instruction carried out with a methods 
course should be cloaelJ' auperw1aed, aDd. (12) the college 
supervising teachers must know how to· teach rea4ing.6S 
Karlin pointed out W&J'& in which the preparation 
ot teachers ot reading can be upgraded because ot the tact 
that tor various reasons, there are institutions that do 
not require their 1Dldergraduatea to take even one course 
which is devoted solel7 to the teaching ot reading. 
1n his aussestions, Karlin listed the use ot the 
closed-circuit television as an essential part ot reading 
courses. Closed-circuit television would enable the 
teacher to tocua attention on selected teaturea and details 
&D4 permit all observers to have a common experience tor 
dlacuaaion. 
A turther suggeation b7 Karlin was the u.. ot 
tilas tor· teacher-training purposes. He maintained that ao 
aaount ot pre-service trainins can meet all the needs ot the 
classroom and asaeable all tbe knowledge that teachers 
should possess. This has praapted school adminiatrators to 
organize in-service traininc prograaa.66 
6Sira E. Aaron, •Sateparcls in Student Teaching ot 
Readill8," Vistaa in Readif:, ed. J. Allen Pisvel (Inter-
natieaal Redlq .Usoclat on CoDterenoe Prooeedings, lfew 
York• Scholastic Masaz1nes, 1966), XI, P.arti, 294-29?· 
66aobert Karlin, •Probleaa in Train1q Teachers ot 
B.eadiq, • Bclucation, LXXXI (Pebnar;r, 1961), pp. )6)-)66. 
'' 
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A .ur.e7 conducted in the 59 Commonwealth lnatitu-
tiona ot PennsJlvania, aa reported b7 Beeba, revealed that 
73 per cent required three credita or leaa in the teaching 
ot reading tor graduation in eleaentarr education. Onl7 
26 per cent ot the institution• required aore than three 
hours. Almost SO per cent or the collegea preparing 
eleaentar7 teachers required onl7 one course in the teach-
ing ot reading, while 20 per cent did not even otter a 
course in the teaching of reading.67 
Courses in readins have aot alwa7a been a require-
ment for the certification ot eleaentary school teachers. 
However, Betta stated in an article that atate department• 
toda7 are increasinglJ concerned with the content ot 
coursea as well as with their n'Wilber. Betta asserted that 
concreteo&otlon$iS being taken to spell out what a teacher 
needs to know. 
L1ated b7 Betta aa esaential tor teachers are 
the followings 
1. ·identifJing and providing tor individual 
differences · 
2. understanding the development or interests and 
the essentials ot aotivation ). teaching phonic skill• in their perceptual 
aettings 
4. inventorJing and de~!lopins concepts and 
thinking abilities. 
67charles B. Boehm, ·~State Superintendent 
Co..enta on Some Problema in a State Reading Progr&ll," 
The Bea41y Teacher, XIV (M&J, 1961), pp. )19-322. 
68Eutett Albert Betta, "Who Shall Teach Reading," 
The Re!f1y Teacher, XV, (MaJ, 1962), pp. 409-414. 
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1ft-Service Preperatiop.--tn-•ervice education, 
it it ia to effect a ch&Dse in people, needs to have the 
aame persollalized sipitioance tor teachers as •• expect 
olaasrooa learniq to have tor children. 69 Moat in-service 
training prosrama are atteapta to iaprove the qualit~ or 
classroom inatruotion.7° 
Austin listed the following recOBmendationa tor 
in-aervice training Which should be considered seriouslJ 
b7 school srateas: 
,. 
4. 
s. 
that in-•ervice prosrama be designed to in-
crease the knowledge aDd to make the P.rtor-
aance ot teachers aore effective within the 
achool, &lid toward theae goals that in-ser-
vice prograas be continuous, rear to rear 
ett~rtsa 
that released tiae be provided tor teacher• 
to attend meetingaa 
that participant• pla7 a aore active role 
in the ·pl.almiq or the program content a 
that the size or the sroupa be liai-ted to 
permit active participation of those in 
atteD4ance 1 aad 
tltat ••e be .acle of TV, audio-Tinal aids, 
aDd case atu4iea tor the purpoae or developiag 
theoretical coacepta 1n realistic situationa.71 
Gra7 provided further principle• which can prove 
to be Ot great TalUe in the in•aervioe training of teaohera. 
69Margaret v. Suoar, •Ill-Service Education as a 
CODtialli!lg Heed, • Illproveaent of Bead1:f :=r'C Claaarooa 
Praoti!e, ed. J. Alien Plsurei (lite rna !a adlng 
Aaaoolation CODtereaoe Prooeedtaga, Hew Yorka Scholastic 
Magazine a, 1964), IX, 210-211 •. 
7°Red A. PlaD4era, •Teacher Behavior and In-Service 
Prograaa, • MuoatiOil&l. Leadership, XXI (October, 196)), 
PP• 25-29. 
'~1itarr c. Auatin, •ID-Serv1oe Bea41q Prosr-•. • 
the lleacliy Teacher, XIX (March, 1966) , pp. Jt.08-'t09. 
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Hla principles are as tollowaa 
,. 
4. 
The training should begin with a teacher's 
first aasigaaent an4 ooa,iaue throughout her 
period or service to· ianre stead7 growth and 
maxiaum ettio1enoT 111 teaching aet1v1t1ea. 
Training should be planned and carried out 
oooperativelr bT the atatt UDder c•petent 
leadership and within the traaework ot demo-
cratic procedure. . 
The in-service help should begin at the present 
levels ot a teacher•• preparation and needs 
and should broaden understanding aD4 promote 
growth toward higher levels or competence in 
teaching reading. 
~ program should be sutrioientlJ broad in 
scope to meet the varTiDS needs ot all members 
or the atatr, ineluding those who are just 
~)begilm1DS to teach aa well aa the moat capable 
an4 experienced. 
such a proe;raa ahoulcl utilize ever7 resource 
and procedure ot established worth ia2ertorta to achieve clearlr recognized e;oals.7 
In-service prograaa in reading often tocus 
attention on the improvement ot word analJ*i• instruction. 
Aaron has prOYided some guides tor the teacher to keep 
in mind when working with children in word analrais in-
struction 1n readins. These pi4ea mar easil7 also appl7 
to other areaa ot readine;. Aaron listed these guides asa 
1. Recopizins words is onl7 a means to the ends 
or un4erstand1q, interpretation, and appli-
cation. 
2. The child needs to select intellie;entl7 the 
appropriate techD1ques tor unlocking the 
particular unknown word he is attacking. 
3· The teacher needs aoae sequence tor teaching 
word attack stills. 
4. Bepatit1.ve practice is necesaarr tor Jtasterr 
ot word attack techniques. 
s. On-the-spot help when the child encounters an 
unknown word is one ot the best opporturdties 
to teach word &D&17sis skills. 
12williaa s. Gra7, •The Role ot Teacher Education," 
p,velo~ent in and tbroJib Bead!P', Sixtieth Yearbook ot the 
Ration&: Socletr tor the StU47 ~Education, Part I (Chioasos 
UlliversitJ or Chioae;o Press, 1961), p. 1.55· 
6. The teacher must know word anal7sis skills 
if he is to teach them effectivelr to ehil4ren.73 
En-service programs aimed toward helping teachers 
to build needed backgrounds must avoid using an approach 
that results in superficial knowledge and barel7 functioning 
skills. 
In planning in-senice programs the important 
factors to be considered are the needs of the teachers, 
their degree of interest in the project, and the local 
administrative policies. 
To prove beneficial, in-service training must 
include various learning situations. Niles has proposed 
activities for in-service training beneficial both for 
principals and teachers. She recoamended such projects 
as; workshops for principals, summer ~eading programs 
for the dual purpose or in-aervioe training and helping 
children, the use of closed-circuit TV, showing films on 
teaching techniques, distributing bulletins, tbe assign-
ment of classroom teachers as aides in reading clinics or 
remedial classes, asking for the services of publishers• 
consultants, doing curriculum work, doing research, doing 
professional reading, securring the support of the Board 
of Education tor college training, and profitabl7 using 
Federal Funds.74 
?3Ira E. Aaron, •In-Service Help on Word .An&17sis 
Techniques," The Reading Teacher, XIX, (March, 1966), 
PP• 410-414. 
74olive s. Biles, •srstemwide In-Service Programs 
in Reading," The Readiy Teacher, XIX, (March, 1966), p. 428. 
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SUccessful reading programs are dependent upon 
people. The teaching statt aensitive to reading problema 
must devise iD-service programs to meet the needs aa the7 
arise. In-service reading programs are not providing the 
teachers or reading a panacea, through the use or a cure-
all method, that will eDd all reading problema. Stautter'a75 
opinion •• that in-service prograas oan help, but that the7 
should not be u.ed to screen the real issues. 
Atter reviewins the literature pertinent to thi• 
stud7, it can be summarized as follows: 
In general the literature reviewed did not support 
ODe method or approach oc reading instruction. 
Grouping for ~eading instruction must be flexible, 
taking into consideration individual differences. Like-
wise, different types and levels or reading materials must 
be provided tor reading instruction. 
Pre-service and in-service training programs 
tor teachers are essential in attempting to improve the 
teachers' qualit7 or classroom instruction in reading. 
75R. G. stautter, "A:¥• There's the Bub," 
The Beadips Teacher, XIX, (March, 1966), p. 405. 
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CHAPl'ER III 
METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
The purpose of this stUdy was to evaluate the 
reading programs of selected elementary schools in North 
and South Dakota. In order to achieve the objectives of 
this stud7, basic steps were taken; (1) a survey of 
literature pertinent to the problem, (2) the construction 
of the questionnaires as instruments of investigation, 
and (3) the tabulation and evaluation of the findings. 
Population 
The survey included ten principals and 67 lay 
and religious teachers in the ten elementary schools in 
North and South Dakota started by the Sisters of st. 
Benedict, Mother of God Priory, Pierre, South Dakota. 
DeveloE!ent of the questionnaire 
Two separate questionnaires1 were compiled; one 
tor principals, the other for the teachers. Before the 
tinal torm was adopted, experimental questionnaires were 
presented to several teachers ~n the cardinal Stritch 
Campus tor the purpose of addition or deletion of items. 
In its completed form the principal's questionnaire was 
divided into tour main parts, dealing with the important 
1Appendix II 
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aspects of the reading program. These main parts in-
cludeda (1) General Intormation, (2) Reading Program, 
()) Orpnization and Time. Allotment, and (4 t Ma.ter1als. 
This 1ntormat1on was sought to get an over-all view of 
the school programs. The teacher's questionnaire in 
coapleted form was divided into eight parts. These 
parts were considered relative to the obJectives of the 
study. The divisions werea (1) Teacher Background in 
Preparation tor Teaching Readins, (2) TJPe of Readiq 
Program, (3) Organizatio:nal Plan, (.4) Time Allotment 
tor Teaching Beading, (S) Materials, (6) Needs of Teachers 
in Reading, .(7) In-Service Help for Teachers, and (8) Ta-.h-
i~t.it!::. Attitudes Toward Beading Instruction. 
Distribution aD4 Collection of Data 
In October, 1966, the questioanairas tor the ten 
principals and 67 teachers were mailed. B'ach principal 
received the questionnaires tor her school. Each school 
was provided with a salt-addressed return envelope. The 
teachers were not asked to identity themselves on the 
questiODD&ires b7 using signatures; however, the queation-
D&ires returned were labeled with a capitel letter to 
identif7 the locality for tabUlation purposes. 
Tba writer enclosed aa· explanatory letter with 
each questionnaire reg,ardlns the purpose ot the stud7. 
~ing the .last weak of November, a follow-up latter •s 
sent to one ot the schools which bad not as 7et responded. 
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There were 100 per cent returns on the principal's 
questionnaires. ot the 67 teachers, 6), or 94 per cent, 
responded with questionnaire returns. 
Tabulation and Su.m&rl of the Data 
Por the purpose ot tabulating and evaluating a 
code letter •s assigned to each school. The teachers 1 
responaes tram the questionnaires were put into three 
grade leTel categories. The teachers in the primary 
grades were included in grades one to three. The teachers 
currently teaching the intermediate grade a were put 1Dto 
the grade tour to six categor7. The upper grade teachers 
comprised the seventh and eighth grade division. However, 
since some of the schools have various grade combinations, 
two fourth grade teachers were included in the grade one 
to three categor7. This included a teacher with the 
combination of grades one and tour and another teacher 
who had a third and fourth grade combination. 
The data from the questionnaires were tallied and 
asae•bled into appropriate tables tor evaluation and 
interpretation. The findings ot the study were summarized 
and recommendations were formulated. 
The number ot schools, number ot reading teachers: 
lay and religious, in each school, and the number or 
respondents to the questionnaires are recorded in Table I. 
Schools 
Receiving Questionnaires 
School A 
School B 
School c 
School D 
School E 
School F 
School G 
School H 
School I 
School J 
Total 
TABLE I 
SCHOOLS TO WHICH QUESTIONNAIRES 
WERE SERT 
Number of Number of 
Reading Respondents 
Teachers 
Ia7 Reli- 1&7 Reli-
gious gious 
0 4 0 4 
2 6 1 6 
3 6 2 5 
4 6 4 6 
2 6 2 6 
2 5 2 5 
1 3 1 3 
2 6 2 6 
1 3 1 3 
1 4 1 3 
18 49 16 47 
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%age of 
Responses 
100 
88 
78 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
80 
94 
sun au 
The p\1rpose ot this stud7 was to evaluate the 
reading programs ot the elementar7 schools conducted b7 
one religious cODDD.uni t7. The reading programs are in . .;.an 
iDitial stage ot development. The questionnaire method 
waa emplo7ed to obtain the clata. The data were anal7zed 
and on the basis ot the findings, evaluations, and 
recommendations were made. 
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CHAPrER IV 
INTERPRETATION OP FINDINGS 
The data derived from the responses to the 
principal's and teacher's questionnaires will be ana-
17zed and evaluated in this chapter. The following 
topics nre considered& (1) the teachers• background, 
(2) the t7P8 of reading prosr-•, ()) the oraanizational 
plan ot the reading programs, (4) the materials used for 
reading instruction, (5) the pre-service preparation of 
teachers, (6) the in-service preparation or teachers, 
(7) the present needs of the teachers of reading, and 
(8) the attitude of teachers toward reading instruction. 
In this chapter the underlined paragraph beadings 
will indicate questions or statements which were used in 
the questionnair-es. 
Teacher's Backsround 
Years of teachiDS experience.--The previous 
background ot teaching experience ot the teachers is 
shown in Table 2. Twent7-three ot the 6) teachers have 
16 or more 7ears 1 experience. A greater number ot pri-
m&r7 teachers than teachers ot the intermediate or upper 
grades have leas than six 7eara 1 experience. 
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1'ABLE 2 
Dis·raiBUTION OF 'rEACHERS 1 RESPONSES 
BY GRADE LEVELS TAUGHT 
AND EXPERIENCE 
Grade Level Taught Years of Teach1~ Exp_er1ence 0-3 4-6 7-9 10-15 16 or by Respondents* more 
Grades 1 
- 3 
N = 27 6 4 4 5 8 
Grades 4 
- 6 
N = 23 2 2 4 7 8 
Grades 7 - 8 
N = 13 1 1 1 3 7 
Totals 9 7 9 15 23 
*Grades 1 - 3 includes one teacher teaching grades one 
and four and one teacher teaching grades three and four. 
Grade presently taught.--in Table 3 are shown 
the distribution of grade combinations and the number of 
teachers at each level. There are eight combined classes 
in the primary grades, five in the intermediate grades, 
and four in the upper grades. In proportion to the number 
of classes, these combined classes are approximately one-
third of the total primary, one-sixth of the intermediate, 
and one-third of the upper grade classes. The present 
.writer's opinion is that combined olasses are acceptable 
in the intermediate and upper grades but not in the pri-
mary grades because of the important basio skills to be 
developed in the primary grades. However, the existing 
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condition may give the teachers an opportunity to place 
children of different reading abilities on their respective 
levels in a combined classroom. 
Grade Levels* 
Grades 1 - 3 
N = 27 
Grades 4 - 6 
N = 23 
Grades 7 - 8 
N = 13 
rABLE 3 
DIS,rRIBUriON OF 'l'EACHERS 
BY GRADE LEVELS l'AUGHT 
*One school has Grades 1 - 6 only. 
Types of Reading Programs 
·rypes of reading programs reP.orted by principals 
~nd teach~.--The type of reading program in each school 
is shown in 'l'able 4. ·rhe principals indicated that the 
schools use the basal reader approach - which implies the 
sequential presentation of reading skills throughout the 
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grades. The principals were given the option to make 
more than one response on the questionnaire. Responses 
indicated that some of the schools also use a combination 
of approaches in their reading program. 
PRINCIPALS' REPORT ON 'rYPE 
OF SCHOOL READING PROGRA}, 
----- --~-~---~----~-... --.--.-.--;-----
Type of Program :-A B 
Schools c-r-=-n~·E· F G --=:--~--H I J 
·--·--
Basal Reader X X X X X X X X X X 
Individualized • • • • X • • • • •• • • •• • • •• 
Multi-level 
materials X • • • • X X • • X X • • •• 
Reading in 
content areas •• X • • X • • •• • • X • • X 
Trade books • • •• X X •• • • • • • • • • • • 
Remedial • • X • • X • • •• • • • • • • • • 
~------ __.,,_ -... ... ~------ . -·-· --~-··· 
In 'fable 5 are shown the teachers• responses to 
the questions concerning the type of reading program in 
the school. Each teacher indicated the use of basal 
'""' 
reader in reading instruction. A majority of the teachers 
in the intermediate grades also use multi-level materials 
for their instructions in reading. Six of the thirteen 
upper grade teachers indicated that reading in content 
areas was used in reading instruction. 
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TABLE 5 
TEACHERS' REPOR'r ON ·rYPE OF 
CLASSROOH READING PROGRMl 
=====-=-======· =:: ... -:::;;::::=====··-::···-=-···· -- H -----·· ----
Type of Approach 
Basal Reader 
Individualized 
Multi-level material 
Reading in content areas 
·rrade books 
Remedial 
1---___G~_l.~l:!-.-· 1 - 3 1 '+ - o ?-.;.-·s 
N = 2? N = 23 N = 13 
27 
2 
5 
2 
4 
0 
-·--·-.-·· 
23 
0 
14 
7 
2 
3 
13 
2 
4 
6 
4 
0 
------------------------~------------------~-
Ors~~zation of Reading Pr2~r~ 
How __ !!'~ .. -cP.!-!~~~!.l_$!0Uped_.fC?!'Jeading instruction?.--
Responses concerning school organizational plans reveal a 
variety of types of grouping in the teaching of reading. 
In Table 6, it is shown that five of the schools used 
reading ability as a basis for organization, and four of 
these five schools also used some additional measure. 
Bases for organization for reading instruction in the 
schools were reported as follows: (1) School A used 
"reading ability", (2) School B included "heterogeneous 
grouping" and grouping by "reading ability", (3) School C 
used "heterogeneous grouping" and grouping "according to 
achievement tests", (4) School D used "reading ability" 
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and "intelligence" measures in grouping, (5) School E 
determined grouping "according to achievement tests", 
(6) School F used "reading ability" and the "combined 
results of intelligence and achievement tests", (7) School G 
used "reading ability" and "according to achievement tests", 
(8) School H used "combined results of intelligence and 
achievement tests", and (9) Schools I and J used "heter-
ogeneous grouping". 
·rABLE 6 
BASES OF SCHOOL ORGANIZATION 
FOR READING INS'rRUC'riON 
Bases for Grouping Schools A B .\ c D E F l 
Heterogeneous ~ l I grouping • • X X I • • • • • • , 
ri 
Reading Ability X X r •• X • • X 
I 
Intelligence • • •• I . . . X • • •• 
I Achievement tests • • . . X • • X • • 
Combined results 
of I.Q. and 
Achievement tests • • • • .. : • • • • X 
G H I 
•• •• X 
X • • • • 
•• • • • • 
X • • • • 
•• X • • 
J 
X 
• • 
•• 
•• 
• • 
School-wide organizational reading plans.--In 
Table 7, it is indicated that each teacher provides for 
individual differences within the classroom. Seven of the 
ten schools provide class groups which meet with a remedial 
teacher. In half of the schools inter-class grouping is 
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used for reading. Students from School J attend public 
school special education classes. 
Class groups 
Inter-class 
grouping 
Each teacher 
provides for 
individual 
differences 
Remedial ~eacher 
Special Education 
at Public School 
TABLE 7 
SCHOOL GROUPING PLAN FOR 
READING INSTRUcrriON 
Schools 
A B c D E F 
X X X . . • • X 
X X X X X X 
• • X X X X X 
• • • • • • • • • • •• 
G H 
• • X 
X X 
• • •• 
• • • • 
Plans used to meet individual differences in 
I 
•• 
X 
X 
• • 
J 
• • 
X 
X 
X 
reading instruction.--Various kinds of grouping for 
reading instruction are required for an effective reading 
program. In Table 8, it is shown that various types of 
grouping were employed in the classrooms to provide for 
individual and group differences. The teachers were 
given the option of more than one choice in responding 
to this question. The type of grouping reported most 
frequently in all the grades was the combination of 
grouping with whole class teaching. A large number of the 
primary teachers indicated other bases of determining 
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groups, for example, the need of individual instruction 
both apart from and during class periods. ·rhe intermediate 
and upper grades also made use of this type of grouping 
but not as extensively. "Need for remedial instruction"· 
was used by one primary teacher, by two intermediate grade 
teachers, and by one upper grade teacher as bases for 
grouping. 
•rABLB 8 
BASES FOR MEETING INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES 
BY TYPES OF GROUPING 
·rype of Group Grade ·Levels 
1 - 3 4 - 6 7 - 8 
N = 27 N = 23 N = 13 
Skill 7 3 3 
. 
Interest 2 0 1 
' Special Assignment 5 7 5 
Individual instruction 
apart from class period t6 6 4 
Individual instruction 
during class period 13 6 4 
Combination of grouping 
and whole class teaching 19 10 10 
Remedial instruction 1 2 1 
It is shown in Table 9 that 13 of the primary 
grade teachers divided their classes into three groups 
for reading instruction to meet individual differences. 
Six primary teachers had two groups, five had only one 
... -.· .. 
;, ...... 
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group, one had four groups, and in two classes the group-
ing varied. Nine of the intermediate grades had. one group, 
six had two groups, and two classes had three groups while 
six varied in grouping. Seven of the upper grades varied 
in their groups; four had one group, one had two, and one 
had three groups. One reading group per grade was reported 
in classrooms with combined grades. 
TABLE 9 
BASES FOR ME~riNG INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES 
BY NUMBER OF GROUPS 
Grade Levels 
Number of Groups 1 - 3 q. - 6 7 - 8 
N = 27 N = 23 N = 13 
one 5 9 4 
Two 6 6 1 
Three 13 2 1 
Four 1 0 0 
Variable 2 6 7 
Responses from the principal's questionnaires 
indicated that remedial help was provided within school 
hours by all but one of the schools. 
In what grades are I. Q. tests ordinarily 
given?.--In Table 10 are indicated the grades in which 
intelligence and achievement tests were administered in 
the various grades in the schools. It also shows whether 
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·rABLE 10 
GRADE LEVELS OF ·rEST ADMINis·rRATION 
I .Q .• Test 
Schools* Grade Levels 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
A • • • • • • X •• • • X • • 
B X • • X • • X • • X •• 
c X • • X • • X • • X •• 
D • • X X • • z . . ..... ... • • 
E • • • • X • • X •• X •• 
F X • • X • • :X: • • :X: •• 
G •• • • :X: • • •• • • • • • • 
H • • X •• X • • X • • • • 
I X • • •• X • • • • :X: •• 
J • • • • :X: • • :X: •• X •• 
Total 4 2 7 3 6 1 8 0 
*School H has gr ades 1 to 6 onl y • 
TABLE 10 - Continued 
Achievement First Grade 
Grade Level Readiness 
1 2 3 ~ 5 0 7 ~ Yes No 
• • •• X X X X X X • • X 
X X X X X X X X X •• 
. . X X X X X X X •• X 
X X X X X X X X •• X 
X X X X X X X X X •• 
•• • • X X X X X X • • X 
X X X X X X X X X •• 
• • • • X X X X • • • • X •• 
X X X X X X X X X • • 
• • •• X X X X X X X . . 
5 6 10 10 10 10 9 9 6 4 
or not schools administered readiness tests tor pupils 
entertas tirst grade. Six ot the schools gave intelligence 
testa in grades three, tive, and seven. An intelligence 
test was not given in &n7 ot the schools in the eighth 
grade. An intelligence teat was administered in at least 
three ot the grades in eight or the schools. School A 
administered the test onl7 in the fourth and seventh grade, 
and School G gave the teat onl7 i~ grade three. 
ln what grades are achievement testa siven?.--
Standardized achievement tests were given in grades three 
through eight in nine or the schools. School H bad onl7 
grades one to six enrolled. Five or the schools also gave 
achievement tests in grades one and two. School C 
administered the achievement teats in grade two but not 
in grade one. 
Is a reading readiness test given to children 
enteriy first grade?.--Six or the schools ad.ainistered 
readiness tests in first grade; tour did not. Schools A, 
C, D, and P were the schools not administering the first 
grade readiness teat. 
Testa used to determine I. Q., achievement, and 
readineaa.--The intelligence, achievement, and readiness 
teats given in the schools are shown in Table 11. The 
~ Testa 2( B!•ic Skills is the achievement test given 
in all the schools except School c, which administers the 
Me,ropoli tan A.oh1evement 're at instead. The Lorp Thorndlke 
llltellipnce Teat •• used in Schools A, P, and B, and the 
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.Qll! - Quick Scoring !!.!!. was used in Schools B and G. ·rhe 
Metropolitan Readiness Test was administered in Schools D, 
H, and I. 
There exists a discrepancy, due to responses 
received from the principals, between Table 10 showing 
the grades in which intelligence and. first grade readiness 
test are given and ·Table 11 on which the names of the tests 
are shown. Only six of the ten schools indicated the name 
of the intelligence test given. only three of the six 
schools that reported administering the readiness test in 
the first grade indicated the title of the test. 
TABLE 11 
rEsrs ADMINIS'rERED IN ·rHE SCHOOLS 
s h 1 Tests c 00 s A B c D E F G H I J 
California 
Achievement • • • • •• X •• • • • • • • • • • • 
Iowa Test of 
Basic Skills X X •• X X X X X X X 
Lorge Thorndike X • • • • •• • • X • • X • • • • 
Metropolitan 
Achievement •• • • X • • • • • • . . • • •• •• 
Metropolitan 
Readiness • • • • • • X • • • • •• X X •• 
Otis - QUick 
Scoring • • X • • • • •• •• X • • •• • • 
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Itema included in claaaroom reading instruction.--
In Table 12 are ahown the kinde ot reading teats that are 
reportedl7 used to eYaluate the outcoaea ot reading 
inatruotion. Twent7-tive ot the 27 primar7 grade teachers, 
1' at the 23 intermediate grade teachers, and ai% ot the 
thirteen upper grade teacher• uae4 the unit teats tram 
the basal aeriea. Eighteen ot the primar7 grade teachers, 
17 ot the intermediate grade teachers, and eight ot the 
upper grade teachers used atandardized reading teats. 
Leas than one-halt ot the teachers prepared their 
own reading testa. soae ot the teachers used teacher-made 
teats in a4d1tion to unit testa troa basal aeriea and/or 
standardized testa. Pour upper grade teachera, nine inter-
mediate grade teachers, and eleYen priaar7 grade teachers 
made uae ot teacher-made testa. Teachers ot all the grades 
used speed testa with more streas given to speed in the 
seyenth and eishth grades. 
Ia a detinite tiae allotment tor the teachiDS ot 
readipa &Recitied bl the achool adainistration or bz the 
teaohert.--The principal• tram all the aohools responded 
tbat the time allotment was specitied b7 the teachera 
but in.one school it was also speoitied b7 the school 
administration. 
Total time allotted to reading and word &DalJsia 
each dar.--The time allotted to dail7 read1DS instruction 
ia presented in Table 1). The tiae allotted tor readiq 
instraotion in each ot the sra4ea varied. ln the primar7 
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TABLE 12 
READING TESTS REPORTEDLY USED 
Grade Levels of Instruction 
Kinds of Tests 1 - :3 4 - 6 7 - 8 
N = 27 N = 23 N = 1:3 
Unit tests from 
basal series 25 17 6 
Standardized 
reading tests 18 17 8 
Teacher-made 
tests 11 9 4 
Speed tests 7 9 7 
TABLE 1:3 
DAILY TIME ALLOTMENT FOR READING 
Time Allotment 
Minutes for Considered 
Grade Level DailY Instruction Ade_quate 
Taught b7 20- :30- ":~- oo- ?~- 90- Yes No No Re-Respondents JO 45 60 75 90 sponse 
Grades 1 - :3 
N • 27 4 1 4 7 2 9 18 8 . 1 
Grades 4 - 6 
N = 2:3 2 10 7 2 0 0 14 7 2 
Grades 7 - 8 
N = 13 J 7 1 0 0 1 5 6 2 
-~ 
gra4ea t~e .. 3orit7 ot t~e teaeher• allowed 60 to 90 
miautea or aore tor rea41DS inatruotion. The majoritJ ot 
t~e · teaohera haviq interae4iate poa4ea prOTi4e4 30 to 60 
aiautea, dailJ', tor reading iaatruction. Upper grade 
teacher• reported the ahorteat t1ae allotaenta, raagins 
troa 20 to 45 minutes, 4ail7, tor reading inatruotioa. 
Ia the time allotted to readips and word analraia 
a4equatet.--The teacher•' reaponaea are a~own in Table 13. 
The -3Ri t7 ot the teaohera iD the pr1marJ' aD4 inter-
mediate grades considered the time adequate. lAss t!lan 
halt ot the teachers in the upper grade• oaaaidere4 th• 
tiae allotte~ tor readiBS instruction adequate. Teachers 
ot coab1De4 grades alao teDded to consider the time 
allotaent iD&dequate. 
Materia1• Ve4 Por l!adiy Iutruot1on 
;,aobipl aateriala uaed resularlr, oooaaiODallz, 
or never.--Teaohera• reaponaea are shown in Tables 14, 15, 
aDd 16 illd.icatiq the .. teriala uaed in teachiq readiq. 
1. 1!111 reader aeries were used recalarlJ b7 
all the teachers in the priaarJ sratea, b7 22 ot hb8 23 
interae41ate grade teaehera, aa4 b7 eight ot the thirteen 
•pper sracte teaohera. 
2. Workbooks which aeoOilpanJ the basal aeries 
were ••e4 bJ all the pri.arr ll"&de teachers except one. 
However, there was a deore.a• 1n the use ot workbooks in · 
the intermediate and upper grades, Phonics workbooks 
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were used in the primar7 grades exclusivel7, 
3· Books for individualized instruction were 
not used resul&rll b7 aD7 class, although nearl7 half or 
the pr1mar7 grade teachers used them occasionally, 
4. Multi-level materials were used occasionally, 
chietl7 in the intermediate grades. 
5. Teacher-prepared worksheets were used 
occasionalll in all the grades. The majority or such 
materials were used in the primary grades. 
6. Commercial sames were not used regu1arly in 
any ot the grades tor reading instruction. Ten or the 
twentJ-seven teachers in the primarJ grades, six or the 
23 intermediate grade teachers, and two or the 13 upper 
SKU: :teaohers used commercial games occasionalll for 
reading instruction. 
7. Pictures were used re6Ularll in very few or 
the grades. They were used occasionalll by more teachers 
1n the primar7 and intermediate grades than 1n the upper 
grades. 
8. Beading charts were regu1arly used in one-
third or the primary classrooms and were occasionalll 
used in another one-third. Two of the intermediate classes 
used charts regu1arll and six classes used them occasionalll• 
One class in the upper grades used charts regularly and 
two classes used them oceasionalll• 
9·· Phonograph records were used regu1arll b7 
two intermediate grade teachers. Twelve primary grade 
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teachers, six intermediate grade teachers, and seven 
upper grade teachers used records occasionally. Records 
were never used b7 five primar7, six intermediate, and 
three upper grade teachers. 
10 •. Filmstrips were used regu1arly for reading 
instruction b7 two upper grade teachers and b7 one inter-
mediate grade teacher. Filmstrips were used occasionally 
b7 five upper grade teachers, ten intermediate grade 
teachers, and ten primar7 grade teachers. Three upper 
grade teachers, six intermediate grade teachers, and 
nine prtmar7 grade teachers never used filmstrips for 
reading instruction. 
11. Magazines were used regularly b7 eight 
primar7 grade teachers, three intermediate grade teachers, 
and tour upper grade teachers. Magazines were used 
occasionally b7 eight teachers in the primar7 grades, b7 
12 teachers in the intermediate grades, and five teachers 
in the upper grades. Four primar7 grade teachers, three 
intermediate grade teachers, aDd three upper grade teachers 
never used magazines tor reading instruction. 
12. Trade books were used occasionally in all the 
grades tor reading instruction. 
Teachers were aSked to list other materials not 
listed on the questionnaire which the7 used re5Ularlr in 
reading instruction. The last three items on Table 14 are 
these other materials listed b7 some teachers. 
1. The overhead proJector was used regu1arly b7 
one teacher in the primary grades. 
2. The tape recorder was used regu1arly by one 
ot the primary, one of the intermediate, and by one of the 
upper grade teachers. 
3· A readins accelerator was used resu1arlz by 
one upper grade teacher for reading instruction. 
Ganerall7, the basal series and the accompanying 
workbook were used regularl7 in all the grades for reading 
instruction. However, some materials were never used tor 
reading instruction by some of the teachers. A variet7 of 
materials could be used to enrich the reading program 
and to re-enforce reading skills. This could be done by 
using the materials in various wa7s during reading 
instruction. 
Books for individual instruction, as well as 
multi-level materials, such as S.R.A. materials, could 
be profitablj used to aid students who ma7 be below or 
above their grade level in reading. 
Teacher prepared worksheets could add variet7 and 
increase pupil interest to the reading lesson. These work-
sheets could be in forms ot guide sheets for individual use 
or tor the entire class during the class period. 
Commercial games have a place in the reading program. 
These· games could be used to avoid monotony in drills and 
retain greater pupil interest, especiall7 in the primar7 
and intermediate grades. Some teachers ma7 bave used 
commercial games tor independent activities without 
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considering that they could be used occasionally in read-
ing instruction to develop or re-enforce a skill. 
Pictures could be used in promoting a variety of 
reading skills. In the primarr grades, labeling pictures 
could help pupils increase vocabularies. Intermediate and 
upper grade pupils could use pictures to increase their 
ability in using descriptive words, to make inferences, 
and to draw conclusions. 
Experience charts could profitably be used in de-
veloping new words in context, as well as providing meaning-
ful drill exercises for class use or for small group in-
struction. Charts could be especially helpful in the pri-
mary grades. 
Phonograph records could be used to develop listen-
ing skills, such as following directions. Records for the 
development of other reading skills could be obtained. 
Filmstrips could add interest and variety to the 
reading lesson while skills are being learned. Manuals 
usually list filmstrips which would be appropriate for 
use with the reading lesson. 
Magazines and newspapers could be used profitably 
occasionally during reading instruction in all the grades,· 
but especially in the upper grades. News items could be 
used to develop critical readfng skills, to detect pro-
paganda techniques, to use sk1mm1ng skills, and to develop 
the ab111ty to detect facts from opinions. 
6S 
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TABLE 14 
MATERIALS USED REGULARLY IN TEACHING READING 
Grade Levels of Instruction 
Materials 1 - 3 q. - b z - ts 
N = 27 N = 23 N = 13 
Basal Series 27 22 8 
Workbook of basal 
series 26 13 6 
Phonics workbook 23 0 0 
Books for individual 
instruction 1 2 1 
Multi-level materials 2 5 2 
Teacher prepared 
worksheets 6 3 2 
Commercial games 0 0 0 
Pictures 6 1 2 
Reading charts 9 2 1 
Records 0 2 0 
Filmstrips 0 1 2 
Magazines 8 3 4 
Newspapers 2 1 5 
Trade books 1 2 2 
OVerhead projector 1 0 0 
Tape recorder 1 1 1 
Reading accelerator 0 0 1 
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TABLE 15 
MArERIALS USED OCCASIONALLY IN TEACHING READING 
Grade Levels of Instruction 
Materials 1 - 3 4 - 6 7_ - 8 
N • 27 N = 23 N = 13 
Basal Serle s 0 1 0 
Workbooks for basal 
series 0 2 2 
Phonics workbooks 2 3 2 
Books for individual 
instruction 10 4 4 
Multi-level materials 9 10 2 
Teacher prepared 
6 worksheets 17 9 
Commercial games 10 6 2 
Pictures 15 13 6 
Reading charts 10 6 2 
Records 12 6 7 
Filmstrips 10 10 5 
Magazines 8 12 5 
Newspapers 3 13 2 
Trade books 5 4 3 
I 
: 
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TABLE 16 
NATERIALS NEVER USED IN TEACHING READING 
Grade Levels of Instruction 
Materials 1 - 3 q. - 6 ?_ - ts 
N = 27 N = 23 N = 13 
Basal Series 0 0 2 
Workbook of basal 
series 1 0 2 
Phonics workbooks 1 6 7 
Books for individual 
instruction 6 5 4 
Multi-level materials 5 2 5 
Teacher prepared 
worksheets 0 2 2 
Commercial games 7 5 8 
Pictures 1 4 3 
Reading charts 0 5 7 
Records 5 6 J 
Filmstrips 9 6 3 
Magazines 4 J J 
Newspapers 10 4 3 
Trade books 8 7 5 
.::_ 
--~-· 
Trade books could profitably be used regularly 
during reading instruction in all the grades to foster 
interest and appreciation through wide reading. These 
library books should be selected on the bases both of 
interest and ,difficulty levels. 
Librarz facilities available to the children.--
Principals were asked what library facilities for pupils 
were available in the schools. It is shown in Table 17 
that six of the schools had a central school library and 
that public library facilities were available to the 
children in seven schools. The only library services 
available for Schools C and J were their central school 
libraries. Four ot the schools had classroom libraries, 
two had bookmobile services available, one had the services 
ot the superintendent's library, and one school used 
library loans, that is, obtained public library books 
and kept them in the school. 
Are materials adeguate tor the teaching of 
readipg?.•-Both principals and teachers were asked this 
question. Their responses are summarized in Table 18. 
The majority ot the teachers in the primary grades and 
almost half or the teachers of the intermediate grades 
considered the materials adequate. The majority of the 
teachers in the upper grades and half or the principals 
did not consider the materials adequate. The following 
statements were made by teachers explaining the latter 
opinion: more multi-level books were needed, supplementary 
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TABLE 17 
LIBRARY FACILITIES AVAILABLE 
Types of Library Schools 
Facilities A B c D E F G H I J 
Classroom Library :X: X •• X • • X •• • • • • •• 
Public Library X • • •• X X X X X :X: • • 
School Library 
(Central) • • • • X •• X • • X X X X 
Superintendent's 
Library • • • • • • • • • • X • • •• • • • • 
Bookmobile • • X •• X •• • • • • • • • • •• 
Library Loans X • • • • •• • • . . . • • • • • • • • 
TABLE 18 
ADEQUACY OF NA'rERIALS AVAILABL.E FOR READING INSTRUCTION 
Classification Adeauacy of Reading Materials 
of Respondents Yes No No Response 
Primary Teachers 
N = 27 15 11 1 
Intermediate •reachers 
N = 23 10 11 2 
Upper Grade Teachers 
N = 13 4 8 1 
Principals -~ 
N = 10 5 5 0 
._, . 
. ~ : ... 
readers were needed, reading and phonics charts were 
needed, more library books were needed, and tunds a~il­
able were low. Principals made the following statements 
in explaining their opinion concerning inadequacy ot 
materialsa more multi-level materials were needed and 
library facilities were too small. 
Skills included in classroom instruction.-- In 
Table 19 are shown the responses ot the teachers regarding 
the specific reading skills taught in their respective 
classrooms. 
1. Recogpizing sisht words.--Twenty-aix ot the 
27 primary grade teachers, 19 ot the 23 intermediate grade 
teachers, and ten or the 13 upper grade teachers teach 
this skill. 
2. Understanding word •eaninss.--All ot the 
primary, intermediate, and upper grade teachers teach 
word meanings. 
3· RecalliSS racts.--All ot the primary, inter-
mediate, ·and upper grade teachers teach this skill. 
4. EY<aluatins author's ideas.--Ten ot the 27 
primary grade teachers, 18 ot the 23 intermediate grade 
teachers, and all or the upper grade teachers teach this 
skill. 
S· lnterpreting author's ideas.--Fitteen ot the 
27 primary grade teachers, 19 ot the 23 intermediate grade 
teachers, •nd all ot the upper grade teachers teach this 
skill. 
?1 
6. Using context clues.--Twenty-six of the 27 
primary grade teachers, 21 of the 23 intermediate grade 
teachers, and 12 of the 1) upper grade teachers teach 
context clues. 
7• psigs structural analzsis.--Twenty-five of the 
27 primary grade teachers, 18 of the ·23 intermediate. grade 
teachers, and 11 of the 1) upper grade teachers teach 
structural analysis. 
8. Drawing conclusions.--Twenty-six of the 27 
primary grade teachers, 21 of the 2) intermediate grade 
teachers, and 11 of the 13 upper grade teachers teach 
this skill. 
9. Using critical reading Skills.--Flfteen of 
the 27 primary grade teachers, 15 of the 2) intermediate 
grade teachers, and nine of the thirteen upper grade 
teachers teach these skills. 
10. Using librar1 Sk1lls.--Fourteen of the 27 
primary grade teachers, 19 of the 23 intermediate grade 
teachers; and 12 of the 13 upper grade teachers teach 
these skills. 
11. Us1ns enczolopedias, dictionaries, reference 
mater1ala.--Thirteen of the 27 primary grade teachers, 
22 of the 2) intermediate grade teachers, aDd all of the 
upper grade teachers teach the skills needed in using 
encyclopedias, dictionaries, aa4 reference materials. 
12, Usipg maps, charta, tables, and footnotes.--
Hine of the 27 primary grade teachers, 21 of the 23 inter-
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mediate grade teachers, and 12 of the %3 upper grade 
teachers teach Skills needed in using maps, charts, tables, 
and footnotes. 
13. Us1pg organizational skilla.--EleTen or the 
27 primary grade teachers, 15 ot the 23 intermediate grade 
teachers, and 11 of the 13 upper grade teachers teach 
orsanizational skills. 
1~. Following written directions.--All of the 
primary and intermediate grade teachers and 12 of the 13 
upper grade teachers teach this skill. 
15· Pindips main ideas.--Twenty-fiTe ot the 27 
primary grade teachers, 21 of the 23 intermediate grade 
teachers, and 12 of the upper grade teachers teach this 
skill. 
16. Finding literal mean1nss.--Nineteen of the 
27 primar7 grade teachers, 17 or the 23 intermediate grade 
teachers, and eight of the thirteen upper grade teachers 
teach this skill. 
17. Skimming tor main ideas.--Fitteen ot the 27 
primar7 grade teachers, 21 of the 23 intermediate grade 
teachers, and nine of the 13 upper grade teachers teach 
this skill. 
18. Skimming for details.--Fourteen of the 27 
primar7 grade teachers, 19 ot the 23 intermediate grade 
teachers, and nine of the 1) upper grade teachers teach 
this Skill. 
'. r 
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19. Using classroom papers.--TWenty-two of the 
27 primary grade teachers, 18 of the 23 intermediate grade 
teachers, and 12 of the 13 upper grade teachers use 
classroom papers for reading instruction. 
20. Using daily newspapers .--·rwo of the 27 
primary grade teachers, two of the 23 intermediate grade 
teachers, and five of the 13 upper grade teachers use 
daily newspapers for reading instruction. 
'rABLE 19 
READING SKILLS REPORrEDLY TAUGHr 
Grade Levels of Instruction 
Skills 1 - 3 4 - 6 7 - lj 
N = 27 N = 23 N = 13 
Recognition of sight 
words 26 19 10 
Development of word 
meanings 27 23 13 
Recall of facts 27 23 13 
Evaluation of 
author's ideas 10 18 13 
Interpretation of 
author's ideas 15 19 13 
Use of context clues 26 21 12 
Use of structural 
analysis 25 18 11 
Drawing conclusions 26 21 11 
Critical reading 
skills 15 15 9 
Library skills 14 19 12 
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'rABLE 19 - Continued 
Grade Levels of Instruction 
Skills 1 - 3 q. - 6 7_ - 6 
N = 27 N = 2:3 N = 13 
Use of encyclopedias, 
dictionaries, reference 
materials 13 22 13 
Use of maps, charts, 
tables, and footnotes 9 21 12 
Organization of 
materials 11 15 11 
Following written 
directions 27 2) 12 
Finding main ideas 25 21 12 
Finding literal 
meanings 19 17 8 
Skimming for 
main ideas 15 21 9 
Skimming for details 14 19 9 
Use of classroom 
papers 22 18 12 
Use of daily papers 2 2 5 
Pre-Service Preparation of reachers 
Courses in readins.--In ~able 20 are shown the 
reading courses which the teachers had had. 
It was found that 16 of the 27 primary grade 
teachers or 59 per cent had had a basic course in reading. 
Ten of the 23 intermediate grade teachers or 43 per cent, 
and four of the 13 upper grade teachers or 31 per cent had 
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TABLE 20 
READING COURSES COI"'PLETED BY rEACHERS 
Grade Levels Taught 
Reading Courses By Respondents 
1 - 3 4 - 6 7 - 8 
N = 27 N = 23 N = 13 
Teaching Language Arts 
in Elementary School 4 1 2 
Reading and Language 
Arts 3 1 0 
Developmental Reading 1 3 0 
Introductory Reading 
Methods 3 4 0 
Reading Techniques 2 4 0 
Remedial Reading 5 2 1 
Intermediate and Upper 
Grade Reading Methods 0 1 1 
Reading Practicum 0 1 1 
Teaching Elementary 
Reading 2 0 0 
Newer Methods in 
'reaching Reading 0 1 0 
Rural Methods in l 
Reading 1 J, 0 0 
Clinical Practice in 
Remedial Reading 1 0 0 
Reading Problems at 
Elementary Level 0 1 1 
Improvement of Reading 
Instruction 0 0 1 
taken a basic reading course. 
The number or teachers who had taken no basic 
reading course included 11 or the priaar7, 1) of the 2) 
intermediate, and nine of the 1' upper grade teachers. 
The number of. teachers without a course in reading in each 
school was next tabulated. This was done to d~termine 
whether &n7 of the schools was at a disadvantage through 
ita teachers• lack or pre-service reading courses. 
School A: One of the four teachers had had a 
reading course, this was the intermediate grade teacher. 
The primar7 and upper grade teachers had not taken a 
reading course. 
§chool B: Two ot the seven teachers bad had a 
reading course. Two primarJ, one intermediate, and two 
upper grade teachers had not taken a reading co~se. 
School C: Pour ot the seven teachers had had a 
reading course. Two intermediate grade teachers and the 
upper grade teacher had not taken a reading course. One 
of the three priaarJ grade teachers had had two courses 
in reading. 
School Dz Five or the ten teachers had taken a 
reading course. one primarJ, two intermediate, and the 
two upper grade teachers had taken no courses in reading. 
one priaar7 grade teacher had taken two courses in reading, 
and one intermediate grade teacher had taken three courses. 
School Ea Six ot the eight teacher• had had a 
reading course. One of the primar7 and one of the inter-
.;,:. 
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mediate grade teachers had not had a reading course. One 
or the intermediate grade teachers had taken three courses 
in reading. 
School F: Two or the aeven teachers had had a 
reading course. Two or the primary grade teachers, one 
intermediate, and two upper grade teachers had had no 
reading course. One or the intermediate grade teachers 
had taken two courses in reading. 
School G: one of the tour teachers had had a 
reading course. One primary, the intermediate, and the 
upper grade teacher had had no course in reading. 
School H: Four or the eight teachers had had a 
reading course. The tour intermediate grade teachers 
had taken no course in reading. One or the primar7 grade 
teachers had taken two courses in reading. 
SchOol I: Two ot the tour teachers had had a 
reading course. One primary and the intermediate grade 
teacher had taken no reading course. one or the primary 
grade teachers had taken three courses in reading. 
School J: Three of the tour teachers had had a 
reading course. The one who had not was a primary grade 
teacher. The intermediate grade teacher had taken two 
courses in reading and the upper grade teacher had taken 
three. 
Teachers were asked to list courses in reading on 
the questionnaire. Some teachers listed other courses not 
specifically concerned with reading instruction. The writer 
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tabulated these courses separately in Table 21. The 
tabulation of these courses is partial, since many teachers 
followed the directions given and listed only courses in 
reading. 
TABLE 21 
OTHER COURSES LISTED IN RESPONSE ·ro 
QUES·riON CONCERNING READING COURSES 
Grade Levels Taught 
BY Respondents General Courses 
1 - 3 4 - 6 7 - ts 
N = 27 N = 23 N = 13 
Children's Literature 1 3 1 
Library Science 1 0 0 
Student Teaching 2 2 1 
Methods in Primary Grades 5 1 0 
Principles of Teaching 1 4 1 
Elementary Curriculum 0 2 1 
Seminar 1 0 0 
Have the c2urses taken in college been an 
adeguate preparation for teaching reading~.--It is shown 
in Table 22 that nore teachers answered "no" or "undecided" 
than "yes" to this question. Seven teachers who had one 
course in reading did not feel adequately prepared. This 
may be due to the fact that as some instruction is received 
the importance of more preparation becomes a felt need. 
This points to a need for courses in reading even for 
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teachers with one or two such courses. 
TABLE 22 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NUNBER OF COURSES 
IN READING AND FEL'r ADEQUACY 
IN TEACHING READING 
Respondents• Number of Courses 
Feeling of in Reading 
Adequacy 0 1 2 3 
Yes 2 4 2 3 
No 23 7 2 1 
Undecided 11 7 1 0 
Greatest contributing factors in teacher pre-
paration for teaching reading.--In Table 23 are shown 
the various factors which were considered by the teachers 
as the greatest contributions in preparation for teaching 
reading. Sharing experiences with teachers of the same 
grade and informal contacts with teachers on reading 
instruction was indicated as a major factor by a majority 
of all the teachers. 
Reading professional journals was also considered 
by a majority of the teachers as an important contributing 
factor in preparing teachers of reading. 
Reading workshops aided a majority of the teachers 
in the primary and intermediate grades. only three upper 
grade teachers listed workshops as a contributing factor 
in preparation for teaching reading. 
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other contributing tactora in reading preparation 
which were considered b7 about one-third or fewer ot the 
teachers were; demonstration lessons followed b7 dis-
cussion, attendance at count7 teachers• institutes, con-
ferences on reading instruction, general teacher meetiDas, 
and graduate reading courses. Veey few teach•rs indicated 
supervisor or consultant coDterences, intervisitation, 
experience and initiative, use or the reading manual, one's 
own urge to tr7 things out, and the student teaching 
experience as contributing taotors in p~eparation for 
teaching reading. 
In-Service Preparation of Teachers 
Porms or in-service help proTided tor teachers 
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durinc the school zear.--ln Table 24 are shown the principals' 
responses concerning the tJPea on in-service aida provided 
tor the teachers in each ot the schools. The teachers in 
nine of the ten schools were given in-service help b7 
attendance at count7 teachers• institutes. The institutes 
were not provided tor the teachers in School c. The 
majorit7 ot principals listed informal contacts with 
teachers on reading iu~ruction as opportunities which 
nre proTided. Principals at Schools c, H, and I pro-
Tided opportunitJ for teachers. to attend reading workshops 
during the school 7ear. Group meetings on grade levels was 
a prOTision indicated b7 School c. No principal reported 
an7 ot the following tJPes ot in-service help, listed on the 
TABLE 2:3 
TEACHERS' EVALUATION OF MOST EFFECTIVE FACTORS 
IN PREPARATION FOR TEACHING READING 
Grade Levels Taught 
Contributing Factors* ·- - Bl Re•_pondents 1 - 3 q. - 6 7- 8 
N • 27 N • 2:3 N • 1:3 
Sharing experiences with 
teachers of the same grade ·. 2) 17 7 
Informal contacts with 
teachers on reading 
16 6 instruction 18 
Beading professional journals 12 12 7 
Reading workshops 13 10 3 
Demonstration lessons 
followed by discussions 9 9 4 
Attendance at county 
teachers' institutes 8 7 1 
Conferences on reading 
6 instruction 4 3 
General teacher meetings 4 6 1 
Graduate reading courses 3 3 :3 
Supervisor or cunsultant 
conferences 2 2 0 
Intervisitation 1 0 0 
*More than one res p onse :1ven b g each teacher. 
questionnaire: attendance at reading conferences, 
enrollment in graduate reading courses, consultants' 
help during school hours, demonstration lessons followed 
by discussion, intervisitation. 
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TABLE 24 
PRINCIPALS' REPORT OF TYPES OF 
IN-SERVICE AIDS PROVIDED 
T7pes of Schools 
In-service Aids A B c D E F , G 
Reading 
professional journals X X X X X X :X 
Attendance at 
county teachers• 
institutes X :X •• X X X :X 
Informal contacts 
with teachers on 
reading 
instruction X X • • X X •• :X 
Attendance at 
reading work-
shop during 
school year •• •• :X • • • • • • • • 
Group meetings 
pn grade level • • • • :X • • • • • • •• 
H ·I J 
X :X X 
X X :X 
• • X :X 
X :X • • 
• • • • •• 
The teachers• responses concerning types of in-
service aids provided are shown in Table ~5. The majorit7 
ot the teachers indicated that reading professional 
journals. attendance at count7 teachers' institutes. and 
informal contacts with teachers on reading instruction were 
aids provided for them. Twelve teachers indicated that 
reading workshops during the school year were provided. 
Nine teachers~indicated that reading conferences were an 
in-service aid provided. Bight teachers indicated that 
TABLE 25 
TEACHERS' REPORT OF TYPES OF 
IN-SERVICE AIDS PROVIDED 
Grade Levels of Instruction 
irypes of In-Service Aids 1 - ) 4 - 6 7 - 6. 
N = 27 N = 2) N = 1) 
Reading professional journals 18 15 11 
Attendance at county 
teachers• institutes 20 1) 10 
Informal contacts with 
teachers on reading 
instruction 16 9 6 
Attendance at reading 
workshop during school 
year 7 5 2 
Attendance at reading 
conferences 4 4 1 
Group meetings on 
grade level 4 2 2 
Enrollment in graduate 
reading courses 1 0 1 
Consultants help during 
school hours 1 0 1 
Demonstration lessons 
followed by discussion 2 0 0 
Intervisitation 0 0 0 
SDEA meetings 0 1 1 
Movies 1 0 0 
No response 2 7 1 
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group meetings on grade levels were provided. Fewer 
than eight teachers indicated provisions such as& 
enrollment in graduate reading courses, consultant.•.& 
help during school hours, deaonatration lessons followed 
b7 discussio~, S.D.E.A. meetings, and movies. Inter-
visitation was not mentioned b7 &D7 ot the teachers. Ten 
teachers d1d not respond to this question on the question-
naire. 
Professional books on readig included in teacher's 
libraries.--Few professional books related to the field 
ot reading are available in the schools participating in 
this stUdJ. onl7 three principals indicated one book 
available, and there were no books available in the other 
seven schools. This shows a great need for professional 
books in all the schools. 
Professional Journals available to teachers ot 
readipg.--In Table 26 are shown the professional journals 
available in all the schools. ~ catholic School Journal 
was provided in all the schools. !b! Catholic Educator 
and The Grade Teacher were available in halt or the schools. 
-
A lack or literature tor the reading teacher was apparent 
as onl7 two schools subscribed to journals especiall7 
concerned with reading instruction. 
Teachers• Present Reeds 
Teachers' greatest nejds tor the improvement or 
I 
readins instruction.--Principals' responses concerning the 
as 
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TABLE 26 
PROFESSIONAL JOURNALS AVAILABLE FOR TEACHERS 
Schools 
Publications A B c D E F G H I J 
Catholic School 
Journal X X X X X X X X X X 
catholic 
Educator • • •• X X X X • • •• • • X 
The Grade 
Teacher • • • • X X X • • X • • •• X 
The Instructor • • •• X •• X X • • X • • •• 
Catholic 
Educational 
Review X X X • • X • • • • •• • • •• 
The Reading 
Teacher • • •• • • • • X •• • • X • • • • 
Elementary 
English • • •• • • • • X • • •• • • • • • • 
Education 
Digest • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • X •• 
greatest needs of teachers for the improvement of r•ading 
instruction are shown in Table 27. Eight of the ten 
principals indicated that in-service help for teachers was 
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the greatest need. The principals from Schools E and G did 
not respond to this question. Better pre-service preparation 
of teachers was indicated by half of the principals as a 
requirement. Four principals indicated that reading materials 
in schools were needed while one also listed more generous 
time allotment as a needed requirement of reading 
improvement. 
·rABLE 27 
PRINCIPALS' EVALUATION OF TEACHER'S GRE~rES'r 
REQUIREMEN'fS FOR READING IMPROVEMEN'r 
Requirements for Schools 
Reading Improvement A B c D E F G H 
In-service help 
for teachers X X x· X • • X • • X 
Better preparation 
of teachers •• X X . . • • X • • X 
Materials X • • •• • • •• X • • • • 
~rime allotment- X • • • • • • • • •• • • •• 
No response • • • • • • •• X • • X • • 
Organization •• • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 
I J 
X X 
• • X 
X X 
• • •• 
• • •• 
• • • • 
In Table 28 is shown the comparison between_what 
the teachers indicated as the present requirements for 
improvement of reading and their years of -experience. The 
majority of the teachers having either 10 to 15 years or 16 
or more years of experience indicated that materials for 
reading instruction and in-service programs for teachers 
were requirements for improvement. ·rhe majority of the 
teachers having 10 to 15 years of experience also indicated 
that better pre-service preparation was a requirement. The 
majority of the teachers having seven to nine years of 
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experience indicated that in-service programs for teachers, 
better pre-service preparation, and organization in the 
classrooms were requirements tor improved reading instruction. 
In-service programs for teachers was listed as a requirement 
b7 all the te.achers having four to six 7ears of experience. 
A majorit7 also listed as important, better pre-service 
preparation and materials used. In-service programs tor 
teachers was indicated as a present requirement by a 
majority of the teachers having zero to three years of 
experience. These teachers also indicated that materials 
for reading instruction were needed. Other factors which 
were considered as requirements tor the improvement or 
reading instruction were; adequate time allotment, one 
grade per teacher, remedial reading teacher, greater amount 
of time tor class preparation, and teacher aides. 
Reed for an in-service prosram.--Teacher responses 
to this question are given in Table 29. The majorit7 or the 
teachers in all the grades felt there was a need for an 
in-service program. Twelve teachers did not respond to the 
question. 
Attendance at reading conaerences or workshopa.--
In Table 30 are indicated the numbers of reading workshops 
or conferences attended by the teachers of the various 
grade levels. A distinction has been made between work-
·~ops and conferences. Conferences here refers to lectures 
attended on reading. Workshops includes lectures attended 
on reading, as well as demonstrations and direat participation 
TABLE 28 
COMPARISONS OF ·rEACHERS' EVALUAriONS OF GREATES·r 
REQUIREMEN'rS FOR IMPROVEMEN'r IN ·rEACHING 
READING AND •rEACHING EXPERIENCE 
Years of Teaching ExPerience 
Requirements 0-3 q.-6 7-9 10-15 16 or Total for Reading Jm2; Improvement N=9 N=7 N=9 N=15 
In-sertice 
programs 6 7 7 10 13 43 
Material·s 5 3 2 6 15 31 
Better 
pre-service 
preparation 1 4 7 7 5 24 
Organization 3 0 5 5 7 20 
rime 
allotment 1 2 4 4 9 20 
One grade per 
teacher 0 0 0 1 0 1 
Remedial read-
ing teacher 0 0 0 1 0 1 
More time for 
preparation 
of classes 0 0 1 0 0 1 
Teacher aids 1 0 0 0 0 1 
No response 0 0 0 1 3 4 
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TABLE 29 
'rEACHERS' NEED FOR IN-SERVICE . .'PROGBAM 
Grade Level Taught Teacher's Need for 
by Respondents In-service Program 
Yes No No Response 
Grades 1 - :3 N = 27 19 3 5 
Grades 4 - 6 
N = 23 17 2 4 
Grades 7- 8 " 
N = 13 9 1 3 
TABLE 30 
TEACHERS' ATTENDANCE kr READING 
CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS 
Grade Level Taught Reading Workshops Reading Conferences 
by Respondents 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 
Grades 1 - 3 
N = 27 12 8 7 0 24 3 0 0 
Grades 4 - 6 
N = 2:3 12 7 3 1 16 16 0 1 
Grades 7 - 8 
N = 13 9 3 1 0 9 4 0 0 
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in activities by the teachers attending. The majority of 
teachers iDrall the grade$ had not attended reading work-
shops or conferences. However, a larger number had attended 
workshops than had attended reading conferences. Teachers 
in the interJI!,ediate grades had attended workshops and 
conferences most frequently. Teachers or the upper grades 
had attended only one reading conference or workshop apiece, 
on the average. 
Need tor in-service programs, workshops and reading 
conferences attended, and adequate background from college 
courses to teach readipg.--In Table 31 are compared: 
(1) responses of the teachers regarding their need for 
in-service programs, (2) the number of reading workshops 
and reading conferences attended, and (3) the response to 
the question concerning feeling of personal adequacy in 
teaching reading. It is shown in Table 31 that among the 
teachers who felt a need for in-service programs almost an 
equal number had and had not attended workshops, while a 
majority ·of them had not attended reading conferences, and 
a majority did not feel adequately prepared. The teachers 
who did not feel a need for in-service programs felt 
adequately prepared or were undecided. Twent;r-two teachers 
desired an in-service programa 28 felt inadequately prepared. 
Preferences for in-service aids.--Teachers• 
preferences or in-service aids are shown in Table 32. 
Choices ranged from first to eighth choice. Reading work-
sl~ps ranked as first, second, or third choice of preference 
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TABLE 31 
RELkriON OF RESPONSES CONCERNING IN-SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES 
TO RESPONSES CONCERNING FELT ADEQUACY 
Workshops Reading Felt Adequately 
Need for Attended Conferences Prepared 
In-Service Attended 
Program Yes No Yes No Yes No Undecided 
Yes 22 23 8 37 7 28 10 
No 3 2 2 3 2 0 3 
No response 4 9 3 10 2 5 6 
by a majority of the teachers. Demonstration lessons 
followed by discussions were also preferred as first, second, 
or third choice by.a large number of the teachers. Sharing 
experiences with teachers of the same grade rated next 
highest by some of the teachers as a first, third, and 
fourth choice. other in-service aids less often preferred 
were; supervisor or consultant aid, graduate reading 
courses, general teacher meetings, intervisitation, and 
conferences on reading instruction. 
Teachers• Attitudes Toward Reading Instruction 
Attitudes toward teaching the daily reading 
lesson.--In Table 33 are shown the responses of the teachers• 
reactions to this question. The majority of the teachers 
teaching the primary and intermediate grades indicated that 
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TABLE 32 
TEACHERS' PREFERENCE FOR IN-SERVICE AIDS IF AVAILABLE 
order of Preference 
In-Service Aids 1st 2nd Jrd 4th 5th bth 7th 8th 
Reading Workshops 23 12 12 4 2 0 0 3 
Demonstration 
lessons followed 
by discussions 14 17 11 3 2 1 1 1 
Sharing experiences 
with teachers of 
the same grades 7 3 11 11 2 2 4 0 
supervisor or 
consultant aid 6 3 2 4 4 7 6 3 
Graduate reading 
6 6 courses 5 3 4 1 3 3 
General teacher 
meetings 3 3 3 1 4 2 3 6 
Intervisitation 0 6 6 2 4 7 0 4 
Conferences on 
reading 
instruction 0 9 6 8 4 3 3 0 
thet enjoy teaching the reading skills, while only five of 
the thirteen upper grade teachers expressed such an attitude. 
Another attitude expressed by a majority of the teachers at 
all grade levels was that of challenge in preparation for 
reading classes. A small number of primary and intermediate 
grade teachers felt that the exclusive use of the manual was 
sufficient. Other attitUdes expressed by teachers regarding 
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·rABLE :33 
TEACHERS' ATTITUDES TOWARD DAILY READING INSTRUCTION 
Grade Levels of 
·reacher Respondents Attitude 1 - 3 4 - 6 7 - 8 
N = 27 N = 23 N = 13 
Feel that the use of other aids 
as well as manual are important 24 20 10 
Enjoy teaching the 
reading skills 23 15 5 
Find the preparation for 
reading a challenge 14 17 8 
Feel that the exclusive use 
of the manual is sufficient 3 2 0 
Feel relief when the reading 
period is over 0 1 0 
Feel that grouping will be 
the way to meet individual 
differences 0 0 1 
Feel that it is hard to know 
what to use profitably 0 0 1 
Feel that daily reading 
should not be omitted 1 0 0 
the daily reading lesson were: they feel relieved when 
the reading period is over, they feel difficulty in knowing 
what to use profitably, they feel frustrated when materials 
cannot be obtained, they feel impatient with poorer 
students, and they feel that daily reading should not be 
omitted. 
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Information obtained through an anal7sis of the 
questionnaire data ma7 be summarized as follows: 
1. The majorit7 ot the teachers who answered the 
questionnaire had 16 or more 7ears of teaching experience. 
The largest number of teachers with the least·experience 
was in the primar7 grades. ln proportion to the number ot 
classes,.the combined classes were approximatel7 one-third 
of the total primar7, one-sixth of the intermediate, and 
one-third of the upper grade classes. 
2. While all the schools indicated the use of.the 
basal reader as the principle tool in reading instruction, 
a combination of materials was also indicated. 
). :Five of the schools used reading abilit7 as the 
bases for organization, and four of these schools also used 
some additional measure. The remaining five schools used 
the following plans as the bases tor grouping; grouping 
heterogeneouslJ, grouping based on intelligence or 
achievemen~ tecta, and grouping based upon the combined 
results of intelligence and achievement tests. 
4. Within each classroom various t7Pes of grouping 
were used. Likewise , the nUJilber of groups within the grade 
levels varied. The majorit7 ~t the primar7 grades were 
divided into three groups for instruction, the intermediate 
grades were divided into two groups, and the ppper grades 
were taught either as a whole class or in two groups. 
Same ~eachers had combined grades which limited the number 
' .. , 
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of groups within one grade. 
S· Nine of the schools administered intelligence 
tests in grades three, five, aDd seven. one school ad-
ministered an intelligence test onl7 in one grade luring 
the duration.of the eight 7eara. The teat was not given 
in any of the schools in the eighth grade. 
6. Standardized achievement tests were given in 
grades one through eight in five of the schools. One 
school administered the achievement tests in grades two 
to eight. Four schools administered achievement teats in 
grades three to eight. One school enrolled only grades 
one to six. Achievement tests were given in grades three 
to six in this school. 
7. First grade readiness teats were given in six 
or the ten schools. 
8. The time allotted for reading instruction 
varied in the different grades. The majority or the 
primary grade teachers allowed 60 to 90 minutes or more, 
daily, for reading instruction. The teaehers who bad 
grade combinations indicated that there was a lack of 
adequate time for reading instruction. The majorit7 of 
the teachers in the intermediate grades indicated that 
30 to 60 minutes were provided for reading instruction. 
Upper grade teachers reported the shortest time allotments, 
which ranged from 20 to 45 minutes, daily, for reading 
instruction. 
9. According to the opinion or the majority of the 
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primar7 and intermediate grade teachers, the time allotted 
tor reading instruction was adequate. Less than half of 
the upper grade teachers considered the time allotted for.· 
reading instruction adequate. 
10 •. A variet7 of materials was used for teaching 
reading, but the basal reader was used in all.the primar7 
and intermediate grades. The upper grades did not all use 
a basal reader. 
11. Workbooks which accompal17 the basal series 
were used b7 the primar7 grades, but the intermediate and 
upper grades showed a decline in their use. 
12. other aids used ocoasionall7 in the var,ous 
classes for reading instruction were the following: books 
for individual instruction, multi-level materials, teacher 
prepared worksheets, pictures, reading charts, records, 
filmstrips, magazines, newspapers, and trade. books. 
13. Ever7 school had access to librar7 facilities, 
whether a central school librar7, a classroom librar7, 
bookmobile services, or the use of the public librar7. 
14. The majorit7 of the teachers in the primar7 
and intermediate grades considered the materials available 
as adequate for readiq instruction. The majorit7 of the 
teachers in the upper grades did not consider the materials 
available adequate for reading instruction. 
15. Reading skills considered important in reading 
instruction b7 the majorit7 of the teachers in:.all the 
grades included; the recognition of sight words, the 
~··.;·.· .. 
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development ot word meanings, the recalling ot facta, the 
eTaluation of the author's ideas, the interpretation ot the 
author's ideas, the use ot context clues, the use of 
structUral analJsia, the abilit7 to draw conclusions, the 
critical reading skills, the librarJ skills, the skill to 
follow written directions, the skills needed to find 
literal meanings, the skill to skim for main ideas and for 
details. 
16. Responses indicated that only a tew ot the 
teachers have had one or more course in reading in their 
college preparation. Sixteen primary, ten intermediate, 
and tour upper grade teachers had a basic course in reading. 
Three primarJ and two intermediate grade teachers had two 
courses in reading. One primary, two intermediate, and 
one upper grade teachers bad three courses in reading. 
Eleven primary, thirteen intermediate, and nine upper 
grade teachers bad no basic course in reading. 
17. A ma~ority of the teachers indicated that 
the sharing of eXPeriences with teachers ot the same grade 
aDd informal contacts with teachers on reading instruction 
contributed aost in their preparation for teaching reading. 
18. The majoritJ of the principals and teachers 
indicated that the reading of professional journals, 
attendance at county teacher•' institutes, and informal 
contacts with teachers on reading instruction were the 
chief in-service aids provided tor teachers. 
19. There was a dearth of professional books and 
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journals related to the field ot reading available in the 
schools. 
20. In-service programs tor the teachers or 
reading were indicated as a present need by a majo~ity 
ot the teachers. Twent7-two teachers desired an in-
service program; twent7-eight felt inadequately prepared. 
21. Teachers expressed different attitudes 
toward teaching the daily reading lesson. Most of the 
teachers indicated that the7 enjo7 teaching the reading 
skills or that the7 find the preparation for reading a 
challenge. 
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CBAPl'ER V 
SUMMARY AID CONCLUSIONS 
Sppm ot StudJ 
The purpose ot th1a atud7 was to evaluate the 
reading prosram 1n the elaentarr schools 1n North and 
South Dakota conducted bJ the Staters ot St. Benedict, 
Pierre, South Dlkota. The read1Dg prosram 1n the schools 
1a in a formative atap. The writer w111 be associated 
as co-ordiDator or the read1q prosram, and therefore 
needs to aurver ita present status. 
The specific obJective of the study was to secure 
infol'll&tion related to a . ( 1) the teacher backsround in 
preparation for the teaching ot read1nga (2) the trpe of 
reading prosram in the schools; ( :3) the orp:nizational plan 
within each classroom a (4) the time allotment tor the 
teaching of reading; (5) the materials being used tor 
reading 1natruot1on; (6) the greatest need ot teacher• in 
teaching reading; (7) the trpea of in-service a1d prOTided 
tor teachersa and (8) the attitudes in regard to the 
teaching ot reading. 
The stUdJ was conducted among ten principals and 
67 teachers, both l&J and relfgioua, in ten elementarr 
schools in North and South Dakota. 
Two questionnaires were utilized to provide data 
tor an evaluation ot the reading prosrams in these schools. 
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The principal's questionnaire included the following four 
sections: (1) general information, (2) the reading 
program, (3) organization and time allotment, and 
(4) materials. The teacher's questionnaire consisted of 
eight sectio~s incorporating the objectives of this study. 
Conclusion and Implications 
Considering the findings of this study, the follow-
ing implications can be drawn: 
1. The expressed need by teachers warrants the 
initiation of._ an in-service program. 
2. Judging from the course background of the 
teachers, nine could help in conducting in-service pro-
grams in reading. 
3· The fact that the majority of the teachers 
considered "sharing experiences with teachers of the same 
grade" as the greatest contribution in their p~eparation 
for teaching reading implies that small group discussions 
could prove of further value to the teachers. 
4. A dearth of professional books and journals 
related to the field of reading available in the schools 
implies a lack of professional references which teachers 
could use for self-help. It also implies a need to 
supply a bibliography of references on reading to the 
principals. 
s. The fact that most of the teachers said they 
enjoy teaching reading skills and find it challenging to 
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prepare the reading lessons, otters hope tor a helptul 
attitude toward the. improvement of the existing program. 
6. Although the basal reader is used consistently 
in the primary and intermediate grades, it does not seem to 
satiety the expectations of the upper grade teachers, only 
eight of whom continue its use on this level. 
7. The decline in the use of basal reader work-
books in the intermediate and upper grades may be due to 
one or several of the following factors: the lack of 
time; the lack of funds; the teacher's evaluation of the 
suitability of the workbooks in developing the skills; or 
the availability of workbooks for the text used. 
8. A general tone of dissatisfaction with the 
current reading.program expressed by the upper grade 
teachers regarding the inadequacy of the materials indicates 
the need for a more thorough evaluation of the special 
problems on this level. 
9. The lack of adequate materials expressed by 
the majority of upper grade teachers, in spite of access 
to library facilities in every case, questions the kinds ot 
materials which are lacking; in the library and in the 
classroom. 
10. The fact that both standardized and teacher-
prepared tests were administered to evaluate reading 
achievement indicates a detinite concern for pupil progress. 
11. The fact that nine out of the ten schools 
consistently. administered intelligence tests in grades 
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three, five, and seven, was not indicative ot a concern for 
individual differences in instructional grouping; since 
I.Q. results were not used as a basis tor groupiq in all 
of the nine schools. 
RecOJD!.el14ations 
Por the improvement ot reading instruction in the 
schools included in this stud7 1t 1s recommended that: 
1. Teachers take reading courses. 
2. Teachers be siven greater access to pro-
fessional books and periodicals on reading in all the 
schools • 
.3. An in-service program be initiated to help 
teachers develop·an understanding ot basic readiQS skills, 
tosether with the techniques and procedures emplo7ed in 
teaching these skills. 
4. Teachers• individual preferences and interests 
be seriously considered in the planning ot in-serVice 
programs. 
s. Small discussion groups be formed at meetiqs, 
as at facult7 meetings, to share ideas about readins with 
teachers ot the same grade levela. 
6. A departmentalized s7stem be developed in 
teaching the lansuase arts in the upper grades b7 a 
qualified instructor, to aeet more adequatel7 the special-
ized reading demands ot this level. 
7• Materials ued tor readins inatructicm in the 
upper grades be re-evaluated to meet more adequately the 
needs of upper grade students. 
B. Greater use be made of library books to meet 
the individual needs within classes, and expand the range 
of interest-reading for pupils in all grades. 
9. Schools with combined grades consider the 
possible services of teacher-aids as a means of relieving 
the present teacher load. 
10. More inter-class grouping according to 
instructional levels be initiated to meet the handling 
of individual differences on the intermediate and upper 
grade levels. 
11. Some schools reconsider the time allotted 
to reading instruction, especially in the upper grades. 
swestions tor Further Research 
SUggestions tor further research based on this 
evaluative study are the following: 
1. A thorough study of the adequacy and utilization 
of the elementary school libraries in these schools to 
determine the quality of these facilities and the 
effective use to which they are being put., 
2. A follow-up survey of the status of reading 
instruction in the schools after the inauguration of an 
in-service program to determine the effeetivemess of the 
in-service aid. 
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J. A study of the influence of available 
materials of instruction on classroom practices in 
teaching reading to determine why reading skills are 
taught at all grade levels. 
4. A more concentrated study and evaluation 
of the reading program on the upper grade level to 
determine what materials would prove to meet more 
adequately the special needs of upper grade pupils. 
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APPENDIX I 
PRINCIPAL'S QUESTIONHAIBE 
TEACHER' 8 QUESTIO:NHAIBE 
COVERING Iz.r'l'ER 
I. Generel Information 
1. '"'le?se circle the correct numb>rs to indicate the number of 
teachers on your stPf~. 
Reli~ious Lev 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
2. Ple~se indic~te the numbAr who teach re~rling 
Religious Lay 
----
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
3 •. In the form of in-service help for_ t~achers, ple::>se check 
(x) · env which C~re provided for ter-~chers during the school 
yeror. 
group meetin~s on ~rF'lde levels 
-----· consult~nts help du~~ng school hours 
-----intervisitC~tion · 
demonstr;-tion lessons in reading instruction followed 
----~by discussion 
· enrollment in gre.duClte reading courses 
---ettend~nce Pt reC~ding workshops durin~ the school vear 
---informal conte1cts with teachers on re!idinp; instruction 
attendPnce ~t reeding conferences 
-----reeding of professional journBls 
___ Pttendance at cou··-..ty teechers' institutes 
other (nlePse describe) 
----- --------------------------
II. Reetding Program 
Ple~s~ check (x) the on~q th~t epply 
1. 'tlha.t is the r~'>Edin17, pr.o7 rPm in your school? 
b~sAl render program 
-----
---
individunlized re~ding pro<;ram 
multi-le.vel me.t~rials such es ~3rU use.d for reP.ding ----~instruction 
----~reFdin~ in content fields used to tench rending skills 
trade books or other non-text materiels form the read-
----ing pro~ram 
2. Kindlv circle the number or numbers 
a. In what p;rades r:1re I.C. tests ordinC'lrily given" 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
b. In whnt p;rades ~re etchievement tests given? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
c. Is P readin~ reRdiness test given to children entering 
first grPde? 
____ yes ____ no 
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3. 1•.'hich tests ~re used in vour school to determine rr-Pdiness, 
I.r., and achievement" 
MetropolitPn Re?diness TPst 
----~f~onroe Readin~ Re~diness Test 
California Test of Hent~l ~·~pturitv 
-----california fchievement Test 
St;.:~nford /'chievement Test 
-----Iowa Tests of Basic Skills 
Other 
--- --------· ------------
III. Orr.;anization and Time !I,_ l_ot"'ont 
1. In teachin~ r0.~rling, is each classroom teacher frPe to 
follow her own method Rnd or:~Pnizational plrm? 
___ ves ____ no 
2. Does vour school hPve a definite organiz~tional (~rouping) 
plAn in refldin.e; for meeting individual differences" 
___ ves ___ no 
3. T,'h~t is the school-wide or"'aniz~tional plan of reading 
followed in vour school., (r.~ore thEm one· may be check~d) 
Inter-clt1ss p;rouping for reRding (pupils grouped accord-
---in~ to ins-tructional levels) 
l!;ach t~f'lcher provides for individual deffer~nces within 
---the room 
Groups with Uemedi?l TeAcher 
----Other 
------------------------------
4. If there are anv remediPl classes ~Vf'ilable for the children, {Ire they: 
within school hours 
--~before school hours 
after re~ular school hours - weekd~vs 
----1Pturd~'rs 
5. How Pre children ~rou~e~ ~or re"ding instructions" 
----~heterogeneous grouping 
bv rePdin~ flbilitv ---~bv intelli~ence ' 
accordin~ to achievem~nt tests 
---combined r~sults of I.r. flnd Jchievement Tests consider-
ed 
other 
--.---
6. Is f'l definite time allotment for the tePchin~ of reAding 
' specified bv: 
the school ?dministration 
---the tePcher 
·. 
-- y: 
7. In vour op1n1on is the time alloted to rea.dine; (Emd word 
analvsis) adeouqte at each ~rad~ ~~vel? 
___ ves 
__ _.no-If no-, exp.lain 
. • .· .-~ ... • . , ! r . 
IV. Materif'ls 
1. Are the materiAls pv·:~ilable in vour schdol ndequ?te for the 
tePching of reading? 
___ yes 
_____ no-If no, explain 
2. ~·Jhf't librarv facilities are available to the children in 
vour school? (Check (X) any which apply} 
_____ classroom library 
_____ pu,lic library 
school librarv (central) 
----other 
3. Please check (x) if any of the following professional reC1d-
in~ books are included in vour teacher's librerv. 
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---·'dams, F., Grav, L. and Reese, D., Te~chin!:'; Children to 
Read · 
Betts, EA., Fourtn'"'t;"ns of Reading Instruction 
--"""'Bond, G., and Tinker, It., Rerding Difficulties, Their 
Diagnosis And Correction 
DUrrell, Donald D., Improvement of Reading Instruction 
---G·ray, lf.S., On Their OWn in Reading 
____ Smith, Henry P., and Dechant, E.V., Psvchologv in 
Teaching Reading 
___ Smith, Nila B., Rer•ding Instruction of Todav's Children 
Spache, Geor~e D., Reading in the Elementary School 
----Others 
4. Please check (x) pulbicPtions which are made available to the 
teachers of reading in your school. 
The RPP.din~ Teacher 
----Elementary English 
The Instructor 
-----The Grade Teacher 
Catholic School Journal 
---catholic Educational Review 
Others 
---
5. ~~ich of the followin~ do vou consider to be the greatest 
needs of teachers at the present time for the improvement 
of reading instruction in vour school? (l:Iore than one may 
be checked ) · 
_____ org~nization 
materials 
-----time allotment 
_____ better preparation of teachers 
in-service help for teachers 
----other 
Kindly return this questionn~ire by November 20, 1966 to 
Sister M. Annette Lampl, O.S.B. 
The Cardinal Stritch College 
6801 N. Yates Road 
Milwaukee, ~'lisconsin 53217 
Box 326 
·. 
--Y 
Teacher's 0.uestionnaire 
I. Teacher Back~round in T'renaration for Teaching Reading 
nlease encircle the answers. 
1. Pre you a lay te~cher or religious 
2. nresent ~r~de which vou are teaching: (if teaching double 
~rades, circle both} 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 g 
3. Years of teAchin~ ~xperience. 
0-3 4-6 7-9 10-15 
4. Courses in reading you have h'1d. 
II. Tvpe of Reading Pro~;ram 
Please check (x} the items that apnly: 
16 or more 
Institution 
1. t\Th.at is the· reading proF;ram in vour school'? 
basal reader pro~ram 
---
_____ individualized reading pro~ram 
multi-level mAterials such as SRA used for reading 
-----instruction 
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reading in subiect areas used to teach readin~; skills 
-----trade books or-other non-text materials form the 
reading program 
_____ other (please describe) __________________ __ 
2. Please check (x) the items·which you include in your 
cli:lssroom reading instructions: 
teachin~ si~ht worns 
---teaching word meanin~s 
---·teaching to recall facts 
·te~chin~ to eveluate C'uthor 's ideas 
---teaching rePding to interpret author's ideas 
---tee'lching the use of context clues 
---teaching structural analvsis 
---teaching to draw conclusions 
_____ teaching critical reading skills 
teaching the use of library skills 
----teaching the use of encyclopedias, dictionaries and 
-----reference materials 
teaching the use of maps, charts, tables and footnotes 
-----teaching to note or~anization of materials 
teachinl" how to follow written directions 
---
asking nuestions for mein ideas 
---
___ asking questions for li tere 1 meanings' 
skimmine: for main ideas 
---skimmin~ for deteils 
---~using classroom newspapers, publications such as 
Mine magazine, The Catholic ~·1essenger 
____ using dailv newspapers 
_____ unit tests to ~ccompany basal reader 
____ standardized readin~ tests . 
____ teacher-made tests of reading skills 
____ speed tests in reading 
III. Organizational Plan 
1. Please check (x) which plan is used in vour .~ade to meet 
individual differences in reading instruction within vour 
classroom. !lore than one plan mav be checked. 
Type of Groups 
_____ skill ~roups 
_____ interest ~roups 
_____ special assie:nments 
individual instruction 
-----apart from class period 
individual instruction -----durin~ class period 
Number of Groups 
___ one ~oup 
two groups 
---
____ three groups 
number of ~oups 
-----decided by circumstances 
other (please explain) 
----
_____ combination of·e:rouping 
and whole class teaching 
_____ other (please explain) 
IV. Time Allotment for Teachin~ Re~ding 
1. "lease indicate the total time allotted to.reeding (and 
word analysis) each day. (Kindly encircle the number 
indicating the time in minutes.) 
20-30 30-45 45-·60 60-75 75-90 90 or.more 
2. In your op1n1on is the time allott~d to reading (and 
word analysis) adequate at your grade level? 
yes no If no, 1 . 
--
exp_.aJ.n 
·---,·-
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V. MateriBls 
Kindly check (x) the it~ms which Bp~ly; whether used regularly 
occ~sionally or never. 
1. ·.lhich· of the following do VOU USe in teaching reBding? 
Regulr~rly Occasionally Never 
·· · Bas a 1 Series 
---
'Torkbook of basal series 
---
nhonics workbooks 
Books for individual instruction 
---
I-iulti-level materials 
---
---
Teacher-prepr~red worksheets 
Commercial games 
Pictures 
---
, Re;~din~ charts 
---
rtecords 
---
----------- ___ Filmstrips 
-------- ___ f'Iar;;azines 
Newspapers 
Trade books 
---
------- ___ .Other (P.lease.'explain) 
2. Pre the materials available in vour school ade~u;~te for 
the teaching of reading? 
___ ves _____ no If no, explain ______________ _ 
VI. Needs of Te~cfiers in Reading 
1. TJhich of the followine; do vou consider to be the ~reatest 
needs of teachers at the present time for the improvement 
of reading instruction in vour school? (I~ore than one 
mav be checked. ) 
_____ organization (~rouping) 
time allotment 
---in-service prepar;-tion for ··teachers 
---
materi~ls 
----~better pre-service preparation for te~chers 
--~-other (please explain·----------·---------------------
2. Do you feel there is a need for an in-service program? 
___ yes 
__ ...;no 
3. If these sources of in-service aids were available, which 
would vou prefer? nlease signifv vour response in order 
o'f preference; first choice 1, second choice 2,' etc. 
intervisitation 
-----supervisor or consultant conferences 
___ sharin~ experiences with teachers of the·· same P:rade 
demonstration lessons followed bv discussions 
--------~general te~cher meetin~s 
_____ graduate readin~ courses 
___ ...;readin~ workshops 
conferences on readin~ instruction 
-----other (please explain) 
VII. In-service Help for T~achers 
1. Please c>ack any of the follovfing· types of in-service 
help fox t~achers· provided for you. 
_____ group meetings on ~rarle levels 
intervisitation 
----demonstr~tion lessons in reading followed by 
----discussion 
_____ enrollment in graduate readin~ courses 
____ reading of professional journals 
consultants help durin~ school hours 
----attendance at readin~ conferences 
_____ attendance at rea~ing workshops during the school 
year 
informal contacts with teachers on re.Rding. 
-----instruction 
____ attendance at county teachers'. institutes 
_____ other (please describe) __________________________ __ 
2. Please indicate if you have attended workshops or 
conferences on reading instruction. 
''-1orkshops attended \:fuere Hhat year 
conferences on readinP, attended 
VIII.Teacher's J'ttitudes Toward Reeding Instruction 
1. ~~at is vour attitude towPrd teaching the dailv reading 
lesson? (~le?se check (x) the ones that apply.) 
___ en.iov teaching the reading skills 
feel tha.t the exclusive use· of· the manu~1··1s 
---sufficient 
feel that the use of other aids as well ?S the 
---manual ?re important 
----find the preparation for reading A challenge 
___ r.elieved ll~hen the reauing period is over . 
____ other (please explain) 
intervisi te~.tion 
----supervisor or consult?nt conferences ---sharin~ experiences with teachers of the same grade 
demonstration lessons followed bv discussions 
---
___ _,general teacher meetings 
___ graduate readin~ courses 
____ reading workshops 
____ conferences on reading instruction 
____ reading of professional journals 
____ informal contacts with teachers on reading 
instruction 
attendance at county teachers' institutes 
----other (please explain) ______ __ 
Kindly return this C"Uestionnaire by ~~ovemher 20, 1966 to: 
Sister M. Annette Lampl, O.S.B. 
The Cardinal Stritch Colle~e 
6801 N. Yates Road 
Hilwaukee, Wisconsin 53217 
Box 326 
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The CE\rdinc?l 1tritch Colle~e 
6801 N. Yrtes Rord 
MilwPukee, 11isconsin 
October 22, 1066 
'~th PSsist~nce given Pt the c~rdinPl Stritch Colle~e, 
f·'fihvaukee, ·Jisconsin, I h?ve chosen the followinr.; topic for mv 
MP ster' s 6issertPtion: An Svr lu~tion of the .lePdinc-; nror-:rAms 
in Selected Schools in North nnd South D~kot~. This studv is 
bein~ done in p~rti~l fulfillment of the recuirP.ments for the 
Mnster of Arts der~ree in 'SducPtion ~s te~di.nr.t; s·~)eCiCJlist. This 
pro.iect h<?s the ~pprovRl of Hother ;losrlie. I hope 'rou will 
sh~re with us some information of vour school ~nd teRchin~ 
experience. 
A study such rs this will discover the strengths And werk-
nesses of the reacting pro,~rPms. The results of the surve'' l.'llill 
be sent to te~chers upon request. 
P. questionnaire hns been enclosed for ef'ch principnl ."!nd 
teacher. Responses from the C'uestionnF~ires remr>in anon"mous. 
I ~m ~lso ~skin;; the ~ri"V'i:-'"" 1 to rmsvJer the tencher ( ues~.ionnPire. 
f .. st~mped, self-?ddressed envelope hrs be~n enclosed for vour 
convenience. 
l~Jithout your help this study is impossible, I Pm most 
Pppreci~ti ve of "~tour Pssistnnce. 
1<"indl v return the ouestionnF~ires bv Hovemb~-T 20, 1966. 
Thrnk vou c-:nd God bless "ou ! 
Sincerel7 in Christ, 
/~ :_,1 ?;~·, (~~h'?U:' ~~/I I}- ·;.)/ ,(::: , 
Sister M. Annette, O.S.B. 
APPENDIX II 
SCHOOLS INCLUDED IN 'rHE s·rUDY 
SCHOOLS INCLUDED IN ·rHIS S'rUDY 
St. Bernard's School 
Fort Yates, North Dakota 585)8 
Sacred Heart School 
Glen Ullin, North Dakota 586)1 
St. Mary's School 
Richardton, North Dakota 58652 · 
St. Mary's School 
114 N. Arch Street 
Aberdeen, South Dakota 57401 
St. Anthony's School 
Hoven, South Dakota 57450 
Holy Cross School 
Ipswich, South Dakota 57451 
Holy Rosary School 
Kranzburg, South Dakota 57245 
St. Joseph's School 
210 E. Summit 
Pierre, South Dakota 57501 
St. Libor1us School 
Orient (Polo), South Dakota 57467 
Christ the King School 
Webster, South Dakota 57274 
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